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creating misunderstanding and red tape on the ground, 
but less results than we might hope for. 

However, we must be careful what we wish for. A more 
decentralised CAP should not lead to fundamental diver-
gences between Member States, nor should it lead to a 
race to the bottom for the environment. Furthermore, 
we must also take care that we do not create administra-
tive shock by the significant increase of the administra-
tive duties to national governments. 

Furthermore, finding a definition of a “genuine farmer” 
strikes me as a fruitless exercise when we have a clear and 
recent definition from the omnibus package to the CAP.

ELO remains proud that is has helped create the Forum 
for the Future of Agriculture, which saw its 11th edition 
‘healthy farming, healthy food, healthy future’ in 2018, 
which included a special address from Her Majesty 
Queen Noor of Jordan and brought in globally renowned 
speakers. We know that the whole food chain, from farm 
to fork, must be involved in shaping better, more sustain-
able food systems and that we must keep testing these 
ideas against both farm and economic realities. 

In these times of opposition and change, it is important 
to remember that cooperation can still be a virtue. In 
the countryside, it is a necessity. We know that no-one 
stands alone, that we depend on each other, the environ-
ment and a good climate to harvest our crops and feed 
our fellow citizens. We should take care that we do not 
forget these lessons ourselves, and reach out to all others 
who wish to work together. 

Thierry de l’Escaille
Secretary General of the ELO

The last thing the European countryside needs is a time 
of hardening opposition in Europe and abroad. However, 
2018 has confirmed once again that the upheavals that 
Europe is going through are not a single, random event, 
but rather part of a larger, more permanent shift away 
from the models that guided Europe from the 1990s to 
now. From the continued changes to our political sys-
tems in the face of new representatives and new parties, 
to the ongoing Brexit crisis, the difficulty of Europe to fi-
nalise its budget and CAP reform; these are times of big  
changes.

However, for those of us who live with and from the land, 

we require a more stable, measured approach. Planning 
ahead in forestry means thinking forward at least 50 
years – well beyond any electoral cycle, and knowing 
when to buy or lease more land or buy new machinery 
is a multi-year, sometimes risky business. This is what we 
have always accepted; farms and forests are businesses 
first and any business will always have a measure of risk. 
However, the high externalities that the current climate 
brings are deeply worrying for us. 

There can be no higher worry now than the impacts 
of severe climate change. 2018 was the fourth warmest 
year ever recorded and all over the countryside we felt its 
impact. Droughts followed by flooding, more forest fires, 
insect and disease pressures moving further and faster 
than any model predicted; the climate crisis is quickly be-
coming real for Europe’s farmers and forests. ELO mem-
bers are ready to do more than they are now, but they 
need clear and stable leadership from all levels to give 
us a way forward. 

Fortunately, we are able to showcase that diversity and 
public-private partnerships as well as private initiatives 
are able to create great results for climate and biodiversi-
ty. Our Wildlife Estates (WE) project keeps growing year 
on year. By showing what we do and backing up our 
conclusions through the WE’s scientific committee, we 
seek to showcase the immense contribution that land 
managers everywhere can make to increase biodiver-
sity in Europe. Due to the commitment of its staff and 
members, Wildlife Estates is leading the way in creating a 
network for private conservation.

The post-2020 CAP Reform will be one of the best ways 
we can set out our new European and national priorities. 
By giving Member States increased national control over 
the implementation, more localised solutions are likely to 
be  created. I join the European Commission in its desire 
to achieve this – the last CAP reform has shown that an 
approach that comes from the top down is excellent in 
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The ELO family



1.1  European Landowners’ Organization
The European Landowners' Organization (ELO), created in 1972, is a unique federation of national associations from the 28 EU Member States 
and beyond. It represents the interests of landowners, land managers and rural entrepreneurs at the European political level. 
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Independent and non-profit making, ELO is the 
only organization able to stand for all rural entre-
preneurs. The secretariat is based in Brussels and 
provides European support for the member organ-
isations on all facets of the modern countryside, 
which covers over 90% of the EU28’s land area.

ELO promotes a prosperous countryside through 
the pillars of private property rights, sustainable 
land use and profitable rural businesses. Its poli-
cy recommendations are developed by engaging 
with European, national and international stake-
holders and upholding our values. ELO supports its 
policies with practical projects and actions across 
the European countryside that demonstrate the 
value of private land management. Our policies 
and results are shared with key actors from the rural 
sector and policy makers at different events across  
local, regional, national and European levels. 

In order to create a balanced development of ru-
ral and urban areas, it is necessary to deliver both 
a competitive and sustainable economic future for 
Europe. Climate change and biodiversity loss cre-
ate short and long-term challenges for our mem-
bers and their enterprises. ELO and its members 

are therefore committed to a balanced approach 
between strong economic performance and wise 
natural resource use. 

Through its unique combination of policy work, 
practical actions, projects and live events,  ELO 

maintains a unique position across the agricultur-
al, environmental and rural sectors in Brussels and 
throughout Europe. 

 www.elo.org



It concluded that large step changes in the emissions 
and the nutrient flows of the sector would need to 
be achieved if livestock production/consumption 
is to be sustainable in Europe.  The report also rec-
ognised the importance that society places on the 
positive aspects of the sector, namely the grazing 
of permanent pastures, the benefits this brings and 
the contribution of livestock products to our dietary 
health.  Therefore, RISE investigated the possibility of 
applying a concept of the safe operating space to EU 
livestock consumption and production as a way of 
supporting policy makers to develop a clear picture 
of where we want our livestock sector to go in the 
future, and how to support the sector through a nec-
essary but well-planned transition.  The report has 
been very well received by both environmentalists 
and from members of the sector, and the Foundation 
continues to disseminate the report to the necessary 
influential stakeholders.

In addition to the livestock report, the Foundation 
launched a new H2020 project, Circular Agronomics, 
with its fellow consortium members.  The project aims 
to test practises that will lead to the efficient carbon, 
nitrogen and phosphorus cycling in the European 
Agri-food System and related up- and down-stream 
processes to mitigate emissions.  RISE as a work pack-
age leader will be responsible for the communication, 
dissemination, and policy work for the project.

RISE is also the work package leader for the H2020 
SYSTEMIC project which aims to identify systemic in-
novation approaches to recover and recycle valuable 
mineral components from organic waste streams 

and to integrate them optimally into a local or re-
gional circular economy.  The focus for the Founda-
tion this year was on engaging with the discussions 
and development of the studies that will look into 
upgrading the Nitrates Directive.   

More detailed information about the work of RISE 
and all RISE publications can be viewed at www.rise-
foundation.eu 

 www.risefoundation.eu

 RISE_Fnd

1.2  RISE FOUNDATION 2018
In 2018, RISE launched its latest report, this time with a focus on livestock.  As part of the review, the Foundation carried out  
an in-depth analysis of both the positive and negative impacts of the sector in Europe.   
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The 21st General Assembly of the Friends took place not in one partic-
ular country, as is usually the case, but in a region – the Alpine region 
bordering Lake Constance. This highlighted the collaboration that occurs 
between Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Liechtenstein that share this 
region.

The Assembly began with a minute’s silence for the untimely passing 
of Duke Friedrich of WÜRTTEMBERG who was to host the Friends. This 
was followed with a welcome to new board members Ross MURRAY 
and Axel CASTENSCHIOLD, as well as to a newly established delegation 
from the USA. The Conference on the “Pre-Alpine Economy: Tools for 
Management” was opened by Franz FISCHLER, former Commissioner for 
Agriculture and Rural Development and President of the European Forum 
Alpbach. Honorary President Johan NORDENFALK presented the Anders 
WALL award at the Gala dinner to Günther von der SCHULENBURG – 
Schulenburg Estates. The FAMIGRO Entrepreneurship  award to support 
young entrepreneurs was presented to Gaspard de MOUSTIER who creat-
ed the “COUCOO” concept of Eco-domain huts and tree houses.         

Four different tours were offered to illustrate various concepts and entre-
preneurial ideas with themes ranging from “Large Alpine Landownership 
– Passion or Business?” “Small Countries’ Large Ownerships” or “Successful 
Land Management” as well as sustainability on Mainau Island.

The General Assembly in 2019 will take place between June 13-16 in  
Anjou, the “Garden of France” – a UNESCO World Heritage site steeped in 
history, with fertile fields and a rich tradition of winemaking. 

 www.friendsofthecountryside.org

1.3  Friends of the Countryside
This sister organisation of  ELO is the first in line in the management of Europe’s countryside and beyond,  
managing the environment and adapting agricultural enterprises in order to meet the challenges of improving soil, 
water and air quality.
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This year, YFCS hosted and took part in several 
exciting events. In March 2018, the Forum for the 
Countryside Entrepreneurship (FCE) took place in 
Scotland and the Young Friends were very gener-
ously welcomed by Lord JOICEY and Edward BAX-
TER. Shortly afterwards, in April, the Young Friends 
joined the Forum for the Future of Agriculture (FFA) 
in Brussels and had the privilege to listen to some 

of the most world-renowned experts addressing 
the most pressing issues in agriculture. During the 
FFA, the Young Friends also established three new 
pillars for its strategy, which are Rural Entrepreneur-
ship, Orientation (a platform for career ideas) and 
European Political Issues. In June 2018, the Young 
Friends joined the Friends of the Countryside at 
their General Assembly in Constance and held their 

1.4  YFCS 2018
The Young Friends of the Countryside (YFCS) is a membership organization directed at future and young private 
landowners and rural entrepreneurs aged 18 to 35. 
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own General Assembly on the Island of Mainau. The 
Young Friends would like to express their sincere 
gratitude to the Friends of the Countryside, who 
are an invaluable support to the Young Friends and 
deeply appreciate their close cooperation.
Furthermore, Karl GROTENFELT and the Young 
Friends awarded the Famigro Entrepreneurship 
Award, with a prize of €5,000 for the most innova-
tive, sustainable entrepreneurial project to Gaspard 
de MOUSTIER for his business project COUCOO. 
The Young Friends are extremely grateful to Karl 
GROTENFELT for his very generous support with the 
Famigro Award.
For 2019, the Young Friends are already looking 
forward to awarding the Famigro Award to a new, 
innovative entrepreneurial project. Applications are 
already open and we are looking forward to hear-
ing from you. The General Assembly of the Young 
Friends will take place in France – together with the 
General Assembly of the Friends - on the weekend 
of June 15th. Please save the date!

  www.yfcs.eu

  elo@elo.org

  https://de-de.facebook.com/youngfriends 
ofthecountryside/



2
Issues and policies



ELO welcomed the move towards performance, 
considering the new delivery model an opportu-
nity to develop a different culture for policy design 
and implementation, both between the EU and 
Member States and between authorities and the 
land managers on the ground. The delivery of mea-
ningful results is best achieved if the engagement 
of the parties is based on trust and accountability, 
rather than on mere compliance with a set of rules. 
This can be achieved by ensuring the involvement 
of farmers and landowners in the decision making 
process and by optimizing procedures through di-
gitalization. This was stated in a joint paper1 with 
WWF that was presented before the Commission’s 
legislative proposals. 

However, mechanisms need to be in place to ensure 
sensible subsidiarity and that Member States have 
the administrative capacity necessary to execute the 
new Strategic Plans. 

ELO was also in favour of giving a more prominent 
role to innovation and technology due to its simpli-
fication potential but also to transform the tensions 
between agriculture and environment into syner-
gies, especially in face of climate change. This reform 
needs to allow the modernisation of the sector, which 
is already happening in other parts of the world.

2.1  The Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)
The year was marked by discussions on the CAP beyond 2020, with the European Commission presenting their legislative proposals in 
June 2018. The legislative pack included legal texts on the CAP strategic plans1, on financing, management and monitoring of the CAP2, 
and on common organisation of the markets3. The most radical change in the proposals concerns the new decentralised delivery model 
which devolves a lot of control to the Member States. 
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1  CAP strategic plans – Proposal for a regulation COM(2018) 392 available at https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?u-
ri=COM%3A2018%3A392%3AFIN 

2  Financing, management and monitoring of the CAP – Proposal for a regulation COM(2018) 393 available at https://eur-lex.europa.
eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=COM%3A2018%3A393%3AFIN 

3  Common organisation of the markets – Proposal for a regulation COM(2018) 394 available at https://eur-lex.europa.eu/le-
gal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1530715098374&uri=CELEX%3A52018PC0394R%2801%29

4  ELO & WWF joint statement “A modern Common Agricultural Policy that delivers for society” (March 2018) is available at http://
d2ouvy59p0dg6k.cloudfront.net/downloads/180320___elo_wwf_joint_statement_on_future_cap___final_v2.pdf 

In 2019, ELO will continue to engage in discussions 
on the future of the CAP, in particular, its debates 
among the Members States and in the European 
Parliament, where for the first time the environment 
committee has been granted shared competence 
over some parts of the CAP file.  

ELO will continue to use its well-established struc-
tures, take part in the relevant Civil Dialogue Groups 
and will continue to organise several meetings to 
cement a strong agriculture policy that allows for a 
modern sector ready for the upcoming challenges. 
If Europe is serious about its ambitions, especially 
those related to climate change and biodiversity, it 
needs to properly fund the CAP when the time co-
mes to decide on its budget.

An agreement on the next long-term budget in 
2019, likely ahead of the European elections in May, 

would provide for a seamless transition between the 
current long-term budget (2014-2020) and the new 
one and would ensure predictability and continuity 
of funding to the benefit of all.

Finally, it is important to recognise the environmen-
tal and social facets of the CAP while acknowled-
ging that it is an economic policy. Placing artificial 
limits on direct payments will discourage successful 
countryside entrepreneurs from increasing their bu-
siness above a certain threshold, and runs counter to 
the desire for increased environmental performance; 
those who can deliver sustainable production and 
public benefits from private land management 
should be properly rewarded. This goes against the 
spirit of economic success and will negatively impact 
young or new farmers from entering the sector if Eu-
rope is seen to limit their ambition.



The important contribution of landowners and 
managers to the delivery of environmental benefits 
to society was underlined by ELO in 2018, during 
the Nature Directors Meetings of the Co-ordina-
tion Group for Biodiversity and Nature (CGBN) and 
technical meetings such as the MAES- Mapping and 
Assessment of Ecosystems and their Services. The 
contribution of ELO members to the guidance doc-

2.2  Biodiversity and Natura 2000
Since the European Commission published its Communication on an “Action plan for nature, people and the economy” in 2017,  
work has continued in 2018, in a series of technical meetings supporting the planning and implementation of each of the priority areas  
of the action plan. 
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uments under elaboration (notably article 6.4) was 
important in order to better take into account spe-
cific aspects of the management of privately owned 
areas under designation.  

During 2018, the topic of private conservation was 
also highlighted, and is specifically addressed in the 
LIFE project Land is For Ever, coordinated by ELO 

since spring 2018. ELO also launched, in collaboration 
with the Natura 2000 Users members and other or-
ganizations of the “Alliance 3.3,” a survey on Cultural 
Ecosystem Services. The topic is not sufficiently ad-
dressed within the MAES group from the viewpoint 
of the different organizations, and the 2018 Europe-
an Year of Cultural Heritage was the perfect occasion 
to launch the survey. Due to the high number of re-
sponses in 20 different EU languages, only interim 
results were communicated in 2018, acknowledging 
the important contribution of the rural community 
to Cultural Ecosystem Services without the neces-
sary incentives or market support mechanisms. The 
final results will be available in spring 2019. 

Invasive Alien Species remained an important issue 
for ELO during 2018. Currently several projects are 
being prepared with one of the French members, 
aiming to raise awareness at a local level and prop-
erly train rural actors to combat IAS with existing or 
innovative tools and methods.

Knowledge and research are important aspects that 
ELO is working on in collaboration with other associ-
ations, such as butterfly data collection. In 2018, the 
first training took place on the estate of a Flemish 
member of the Wildlife Estates label. Other training 
and data collection will start in spring 2019. 



To meet these challenges, the modern farm busi-
ness should not just embrace the latest tools and 
technologies, but also work out its own innovative 
practices. This quest, therefore, not only takes place 
in the laboratories of agricultural industries, but 
very much in the fields of our members. 

Over the last few years, the EU has shown increased 
support to integrate the concept of innovation into 
European policy. The new CAP has additional funds 
reserved for agricultural innovation, which is most 
welcome, as well as the further integration of EIP 
AGRI in the agricultural policy sphere. 

In 2018, ELO continued to push for improved ac-
cess to agricultural innovation. We were therefore 
deeply disappointed by the ECJ’s decision to rule 

that the suite of new plant breeding techniques 
should fall under the restrictive GMO regulatory 
framework. These techniques hold immense prom-
ise in the coming decades and are not comparable 
to those  developed in the 1990s.

In 2019, we will therefore push the new European 
Parliament and Commission for a new Directive 
that would clarify the ambiguities left by the ECJ 
decision, and to create as broad a field as is legally 
possible for these tools to be used in Europe. 

2.3  Innovation
ELO believes strongly that only continuous innovation in the agricultural sector can deliver the results needed for Europe’s 
land managers: a flourishing farm business at a time of climate change and unstable markets, better results for our ecosystems, 
and plenty of safe food for Europe’s demanding consumers. 
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There is not one single defining characteristic for digital farming; at best they are 
holistic systems that can be combined farm data from several sources. Drones and 
satellites can provide aerial data such as detailed terrain mapping, soil types and de-
tailed weather predictions, soil sensors can provide nitrogen and phosphorus data 
to a real-time level and cloud-based IT systems create user-friendly maps and appli-
cation advice. The newest generations of agricultural machineries are designed to 
act as a focal point for this information and serve as a hub for precise applications. 

 However, key issues still remain before this technology is widely taken up. One of 
the key issues is around data management and privacy. There are clear advantag-
es for both farmers and companies to pool data from different properties to create 
better region or even country-wide strategies, but how can farmers, companies 
and other stakeholders be sure that their data is still managed securely and with 
the right level of consent? 

In 2018, ELO worked with other key stakeholders to create a private code of conduct 
between the farming community and industry that spells out the needed consent 
and rights for each side.

Furthermore, large parts of the European countryside are still not equipped with 
high speed internet or 4G (and higher) mobile data connections. Without these, 
many of the new digital tools do not have the necessary networks to talk to each 
other or send and receive the large quantities of data needed to create high level 
field analysis. In the 2017 Communication on the future of the CAP, both the ben-
efits and stumbling blocks of digital farming were highlighted, and it is clear that 
substantial public investments will need to be made in order to make these new 
technologies broadly available in the EU. 

In 2019, ELO will continue to work on these issues, especially with regards to the €10 
billion fund that the EC has reserved for agricultural research. 

2.4  Digital Farming
One of the major themes in agriculture and land management in the 21st century will be the ongoing digitalisation of farm 
management and control. These technologies provide extraordinary opportunities to increase the efficiencies of the farm, 
boost production and vastly reduce input uses, thereby helping reduce pressures on the environment.
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By necessity, the crop protection tools must be 
toxic, otherwise they would not counteract the 
pests, diseases, and weeds that can cause serious 
harm to our food supply. ELO fully understands that 
this toxicity is a matter of concern to many. 

However, Europe currently appears to be on an 
unsustainable track of removing such products 
from the market without providing adequate alter-
natives to farmers, or even forcing them to rely on 
other, often more harmful products and methods. 

In 2018, the never-ending debate on the safety of 
glyphosate at various national levels continues to 
be of high concern for ELO and its members. Even 
though study after study has confirmed that it is 
not carcinogenic, there appears to be no end to 
the appetite of some to deny its use on ever more 
spurious grounds. In 2 years,  the industry will have 
to engage again in the formal process of approval, 
and we can only hope that better sense will prevail. 

Last year also saw the adoption of the EU’s Endo-
crine Disruption (ED) package, which will likely  
lead to another large cut in the available active in-
gredients. ELO remains opposed to the very strict 
interpretations that the ED package has laid down, 
as well as the removal of any ‘opt-outs’ for very low 
risk substances. 

2.5  Crop Protection
Almost without exception, all productive European agriculture depends on the use of crop protection products. Without these,  
farmers would lose staggering amounts of yield and consumers would be at serious risk of food-borne diseases. 
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The bioeconomy comprises parts of the economy that use renew-
able biological resources from land and sea – such as crops, forests, 
fish, animals and microorganisms – to produce food, materials and 
energy.  The 2018 update of the Bioeconomy Strategy proposes a 
three-tiered action plan to scale up the bio-based sectors, to spread 
it rapidly across the whole of Europe, and to understand the ecolog-
ical boundaries of the bioeconomy.

The updated Bioeconomy Strategy has put food and nutrition secu-
rity as a key objective, recognising the need to develop a Strategic 
Deployment Agenda for sustainable food and farming systems, as 
well as forestry and bio-based production in a circular economy. It 
addresses food waste, losses, and by-products (including nutrient 
recycling), and the need for nutrition-sensitive food production.

A way of using resources more efficiently is by moving towards a cir-
cular economy rather than a traditional linear economy, thus keep-
ing resources in use for as long as possible and recovering them 
whenever possible. This year, the EC adopted a new set of measures 
following the Circular Economy Package, focusing on monitoring 
progress, plastics and critical raw materials. 

ELO has been vocal in both initiatives and has addressed the issue in 
events such as the Forum for the Future of Agriculture and through 
intergroup meetings in the EP.

In 2019, ELO will continue to follow the actions linked to both strate-
gies, and continue to be mindful that any advancement in scientific 
knowledge with the view to innovation is fundamental towards the 
further implementation of both strategies. 

2.6  Bioeconomy & Circular Economy
The challenges of producing more with less are not to be understated. The agriculture and forestry sectors need to be 
adapted to become more efficient by moving towards a bioeconomy and a circular economy. 
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The year started with the difficult debate over the recast of the Renewable Energy 
Directive, which impacts the sectors’ contribution to the EU’s post-2020 climate and 
energy targets. It will be important to ensure that the implementation and future 
guidance corrects some of the imprecise wording for sustainability requirements, 
applied in a risk-based approach. In November, the Commission published the guid-
ance on cascading use of biomass, which  ELO welcomed, after confirming that it 
defined “cascading use” as a resource efficient and circular use, and not as a hierar-
chical use of raw materials.

The legislative proposals for the CAP post-2020 were also a major event, as co-fi-
nancing of forestry measures under the Rural Development Regulation represents 
the main means of EU-level funding for forests. 

Finally, in December 2018, the Commission released its report on the implementa-
tion of the EU Forest Strategy. ELO remains supportive of the Strategy but considers 
it important to be updated, as to better address climate change mitigation and the 
Sustainable Development Goals. 

This and other messages can be seen in ELO’s position on EU forests, updated in 
2018, and in several joint positions done with forest-related organisations. In parallel, 
ELO remains an active member of the Commission’s Advisory Group on Forestry 
and Cork, and participates at both the Forest Europe Process and FAO Committee 
on Forestry. 

In 2019, ELO will continue to follow these issues closely, focusing on climate change, 
starting with the role of landowners and managers in tackling forest fires.

2.7  Forestry 
2018 was marked mainly by discussions over the increasing impacts 
of climate change, especially after a very dry summer, which led to 
an surge of pests and diseases as well as wildfires in places not tra-
ditionally affected by such events. It also coincided with discussions 
over the use of biomass for energy, the legislative proposals for the 
CAP post 2020 and the EU forest Strategy, among others. 
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ELO continuously works on topics related to access 
to land and forestry, so that private landowners can 
continue to make a positive contribution to the 
economy and the environmental management of 
rural areas. Taking into account the specific nature of 
agricultural land, we believe restrictions of property 
rights are harmful and can lead to market distortions 
and discriminatory (land) laws. This is currently hap-
pening in Poland, which is  still without a general law 
on restitution and has a discriminatory law restricting 
land sales and ownership for farmland on its books. 
In Lithuania, amendments were suggested to cap the 
amount of forest land which could be held by one 
person or company, but without these same struc-
ture applying to state or state-controlled entities. 

ELO believes that in order to keep a thriving country-
side and ensure employment in the sector, it is much 
more important to introduce positive incentives than 
to impose restrictions. It also crucial to ensure the 
right capitalization to give concrete solutions to the 
new entrants, allowing them to have an income, a 
decent livelihood and ensuring that the next genera-
tion will be willing to take over.

To ensure a diverse and multifunctional rural econ-
omy, ELO believes that a long-term vision and legal 
stability are a must. Therefore, in addition to access to 
agricultural land and forestry, ELO works on taxation, 

inheritance, land tenure contracts, and ownership 
and management of land, to ensure that our mem-
bers have the right information and tools to face the 
numerous challenges while ensuring that their basics 
rights are respected.  

2018 kept us busy advocating for the rights of our 
members. In 2019, we will continue representing their 
interest; we will also publish our paper dedicated to 
access to land.

2.8  Land Access and Property Rights
ELO is founded on the belief that property rights are the cornerstone of the European Union, and that the four fundamental freedoms - 
free movement of goods, persons, services and capital - should be applied across all the Members States. In addition, well-functioning 
land and forestry markets are fundamental in delivering both sustainability and profitability in the European countryside.
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On 14th May 2018, the EU Council adopted the final 
text of the revised Energy Performance of Buildings 
Directive (EPBD), part of the Clean Energy Package 
proposed by the European Commission at the end 
of 2016. 

The final text shows a more appropriate approach to 
fostering energy efficiency of buildings than origi-
nally proposed, inserting some important caveats of 
technical feasibility and cost-effectiveness in some 
crucial provisions. ELO in coalition with its partner’s 
organisation, EHH, EPF & UIPI1 has been actively 
advocating for an appropriate balancing of obliga-
tions and requirement in order not to overburden 
private property owners. Especially in cases where 
a building undergoes a major renovation, energy 
efficiency obligations should remain realistic with 
regards to financial possibilities of private owners 
across Europe, and the potential impact on housing 
affordability should not be underestimated.

By opting for a voluntary smart readiness indicator 
(SRI), the Parliament and the Council made a step 
in the right direction recognising the need to first 
test such a tool prior to roll-out. Equally, having ac-
knowledged adequate advice as being an effective 
alternative to inspection of heating and cooling sys-
tems, is an important step towards a more balanced 

approach. In addition, the greater contextualisation 
and framing of the requirements for electromobility 
should help reduce the burden on households and 
SMEs.

Although we support the enhancement of build-
ings’ energy performance across Europe in general, 
private heritage houses should be particularly tak-
ing care off to the extent that they have esthetical, 
social, legal and economic constraints which are 
very different from other types of buildings. The 
Energy Efficiency Directives are promoting the en-
hancement of Energy Performance Certificates en-
hancement, including deep renovation, and instal-

lation of smart meters which can negatively impact 
the maintenance of historic buildings, especially the 
ones not falling under the protected category.

Over the years, we have advocated for all Members 
States to make use of the existing article 4.2 of En-
ergy Performance of Buildings Directive (2010/31/
EU) which leaves the possibility to exclude pro-
tected historic buildings from energy efficiency re-
quirements. The EU Structural Fund should unlock 
funding mechanisms for heritage houses owners 
to energy efficiently refurbish their buildings while 
taking into account their constraints and need for 
cost effectiveness.

Following Council’s adoption, the text of the New 
Energy Performance in Buildings Directive came 
into force on 9th July 2018. The Directive entered 
into force 20 days after its publication, and Member 
States will then have to transpose the new elements 
of the Directive into national law within 20 months. 
ELO will consciously follow the concrete implemen-
tation of the requirements at national level and con-
sult its members. 

2.9  Energy Efficiency Targets: implication for private owners
ELO has a long standing engagement in the promotion of a more energy efficient building stock in the future and acknowledges 
the role of buildings to achieve European climate goals.

ISSUES AND POLICIES
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1 EHHA - European Historic Houses Association 
 EPF- European Property Federation 
 UIPI- International Union of Property Owners 
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PROJECTS 

The project includes partners from Ireland, Slo-
venia, Spain, Italy, Germany, Belgium and Czech 
Republic, countries that may be reserved about 
co-operating due to historical policies. 

During 2018, two project meetings were held, one 
in Prague, Czech Republic and the other in Florence, 
Italy, where the partners worked on the selection of 
case studies and the development of the training 
modules that are now available on the project’s 
website. The training modules are the final piece of 
the training system which will cover all the funda-
mentals of farmer to farmer cooperation, including 
initiating cooperation, managing expectations, and 
planning exit strategies to cease cooperation. The 
training system will be accessible and relevant for 
learners. It is fully compatible with desktop, tablet 
and mobile devices and will be free of charge.

Started in 2016, the CO-FARM project is coming to 
an end this year. A Final Conference will be held 
on the 24th of April in Brussels where the project 
results will be presented along with a round table 
discussion on the challenges faced by rural entre-
preneurs and the opportunities of cooperation.

Project No: 2016-1-IE01-KA202-016870

3.1  CO-FARM
Cooperation amongst rural entrepreneurs, rural landowners and farmers has a wide range of mutual benefits.  
The aim of the Erasmus+ CO-FARM project (Enhancing COoperation amongst FARMing entrepreneurs) is to provide these actors the 
skills and knowledge to cooperate more effectively  
and in new ways. 

 www.cofarm-erasmus.eu   CoFarm  COFARM_ERASMUS
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European Agricultural Landscapes (EALs) have an 
important cultural value and play a crucial role in 
the conservation of biodiversity. Young farmers 
and landowners need to learn how to implement 
innovative farming techniques within these land-
scapes. The FEAL project seeks to provide young 
farmers, young rural entrepreneurs and family 
farmers a training system about conceptualisation 
and implementation of sustainable/multifunction-
al farming practices, linking the diverse interests 

3.2  FEAL
Launched in 2016, the aim of the Erasmus+ FEAL (multifunctional Farming for the sustainability of  
European Agricultural Landscapes) project is to promote entrepreneurial approaches at the interface  
between farming and landscape.

This	project	has	been	funded	with	support	from	the	European	Commission.	This	publica9on	reflects	the	views	only	of	the	author,	and	the	Commission	
cannot	be	held	responsible	for	any	use	which	may	be	made	of	the	informa9on	contained	therein.

of farmers and rural society within European Ag-
ricultural Landscapes (EAL), thus highlighting the 
positive external effects on European agricultural 
landscapes.  Based on case studies and an e-Atlas 
of EAL, the FEAL project will offer a flexible training 
system to train entrepreneurial skills aiming at sus-
tainable entrepreneurship in rural areas. 

The 5th transnational meeting took place in Úbeda, 
Spain in November 2018.  It was an opportunity for 
the partners to discuss the progress of the project 
which is now in its final stages. The website has 
been updated with 28 case studies along with in-
teractive pdfs and a map showing the location of  
each case study. The e-Atlas is currently being final-
ised with translations of the definitions of the agri-
cultural landscape types in which the case studies 
are located. 

The final output of the project will be digital train-
ing modules available free of charge. Selected ben-
eficiaries will be invited to test the material in the 
upcoming months.  

The partners will meet once more for the final 
transnational meeting and Conference on 6th May 
2019 in Brussels. 

Project No: 2016-1-SK01-KA202-022502

 www.feal-future.org

  FEAL        

  FEAL_ERASMUS
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PROJECTS 

Intellectual disability affects about 1% of the Euro-
pean population, most of them (85%) having Mild 
Intellectual Disability (MID). Individuals with MID are 
often at a disadvantage, as they typically achieve a 
low level of formal education, and the deficits can 
also affect their adaptation skills, which has a further 
negative effect on employment opportunities.

On-farm activities have been found to have posi-
tive effects on the inclusion of People with Mild In-
tellectual Disabilities (PMID) in terms of social care 
and therapy, but their potential as suitable work-
ing environments for persons with disabilities is 
still largely under recognised. The FARMID project 
aims to promote the employment of PMID on fam-
ily farms, which would promote social inclusion 

3.3  FARMID
Social entrepreneurship has been identified as a new opportunity for farmers to deliver a wide range of alternative 
services, diversify the scope of their activities and role in society whilst having a positive impact on inclusion,  
poverty reduction and economic development in rural areas. 

and improve economic situation of family farms. 

The project began in November 2017, where part-
ners from Slovenia, Austria, Spain and Belgium 
gathered to address the theme of the project by 
examining the existing situation in the field of em-
ployment of persons with MID on farms. The sec-
ond meeting took place in Graz, Austria. It was an 
opportunity for all the partners to present the case 
studies from their own countries, highlighting best 

practices and recommendations that will be used 
for the training materials. The case studies included 
an overview of national legislations concerning so-
cial entrepreneurship and where possible, connec-
tions to the agricultural sector in order to identify 
how to establish social enterprises on farms. The 
curriculum development was also on the agenda, 
a theoretical and practical curriculum that will pres-
ent special knowledge, skills and competences for 
farmers who will employ and work with PMID on 
farms. This along with developing training materi-
als will be the next steps for the project. 

Project No: 2017-SI01-KA202-035535

 www.farmid.bc-naklo.si/

 FARMID_ERASMUS

 FARMID
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The basis of the project is to create training materials 
that will give people the skills to increase the uptake 
of social farming across Europe. Social farming, also 
known as care farming, is based on the principle of 
using farming activities for therapeutic purposes in 
order to promote positive mental and physical health 
and wellbeing. Three types of training materials will 
be developed as outputs from the project, each with 
their own target audience: farm workers, farm man-
agers, and health and social care professionals.

Since December, the project consortium has draft-
ed a Summary Report to give an overview of the 

3.4  CARE-T-FARMS
CARE-T-FARMS (Care Activities Raising Employment and Training on Farm Adaptation to Responsible and Mental 
Health Services) was launched in December 2017.  It is funded by the ERASMUS+ programme of the European Union 
under Key Action 2: Cooperation for Innovation and the Exchange of Good Practices.

practice of social farming across Europe and devel-
oped a training module for farm workers who act as 
care farm tutors in a social farming setting. The team 
also developed a complementary module designed 
for care farm managers. 

The CARE-T-FARMS project team held their 3rd meet-
ing in Çanakkale, Turkey in December 2018, hosted 

by Çanakkale Onsekiz Mart University (ÇOMU).  Ap-
proximately 9 million disabled people live in Turkey, 
however, social farming is a relatively new concept 
there. Therefore, CARE-T-FARMS will serve as an im-
portant case for the dissemination and practice of 
care farms in countries which are new to its facilities 
and services.  

Each partner offers a unique practice of care farms 
in their own countries, while ELO continues to work 
on a European overview. The first year of this project 
has been incredibly useful for determining what the 
present circumstances are for social farming in the 
represented countries and moving forward with the 
generated training materials.

 www.care-t-farms.eu/index.php/en/

 CARE_T_FARMS

 CareTFarms
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PROJECTS 

Agroforestry is a land-use system where trees are 
grown in association with agricultural crops or live-
stock on the same land. This combination increases 
the diversity of agricultural production, reduces the 
dependence of farmers on monocultures and pro-
vides many important environmental services. 

3.5  AGFOSY
Agroforestry Systems: The Opportunity for European Landscape and Agriculture is a new project 
that began in November 2018. 

The aim of the AGFOSY project is to create a com-
plex yet flexible training system relating to agro-
forestry. It will be based on case studies and best 
practices that will provide farmers and landowners 
with the skills, knowledge and competencies to im-
plement agroforestry systems on their own farms. 
Agroforestry measures are able to bring a wide 
range of positive benefits to land management, as 
well as help landowners to achieve the goals of the 
CAP.  It can provide solutions to different issues from 
unemployment to income diversification as ecolog-
ical services. 

The project will run for 24 months and gathers 
partners from the Czech Republic, France, Slovakia, 
Spain, Hungary and Belgium. The kick-off meeting 
took place in Prague, Czech Republic where the 
project partners were hosted by the project coor-
dinator Association of Private Farming of Czech Re-
public. The project consortium outlined the main 
objectives of the project and the first output, which 
will be a State-of-the-Art Report to be written on 

the situation of Agroforestry in each participating 
country.

The next part of the project includes creating a re-
port on Agroforestry measures in each country. It 
will look at the history, current practices and what 
legislation or barriers are impeding the develop-
ment of agroforestry measures. The next meeting 
will be held in Montpellier, France in Spring 2019 
hosted by Association Francaise d’Agroforestrie. 

Project No: 2018-1CZ-KA202-048153

 AGFOSY_ERASMUS

 AGFOSY
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Women have a specific and empowering role in the 
development of multifunctional farming activities. 
With the modernisation of rural areas, women are 
sometimes pushed into a peripheral position in farm 
management; this project hopes to pave the way for 
integrated and new business activities within rural 
areas.  Whilst underlining the importance of farming 
and its contributions to rural areas, multifunctional 
farming is a sector that offers opportunities for inte-
grating heritage values into strategies for economic 

and social sustainability of rural areas.

REWARD is an EU-funded Erasmus+ project that be-
gan in November 2018. The project will analyse the 
circumstances of rural women in Europe and create 
training materials in order to provide them with the 

tools to manage a wide range of multifunctional 
activities that relate to agriculture and rural cultural 
heritage. 

The kick-off meeting took place in Paris at the head-
quarters of the Project Co-ordinator and ELO mem-
ber AGPB, along with partners from Spain, Czech 
Republic, Poland and Slovenia. It was an opportunity 
to discuss the aims and objectives of the project. The 
next meeting will be held in Spain in spring 2019.

Project No: 2018-1-FR01-KA202-047809

 REWARD_ERASMUS 

 REWARDERASMUS

3.6  REWARD
(Raising Employability of Women through entrepreneurial Activities fostering Rural Development). Entrepreneurship  
has been identified as a new opportunity for women to deliver alternative services to broaden and diversify the scope of  
their activities, and their role in society with effect on social inclusion, poverty and economic development in rural areas.
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PROJECTS 

The project sets out to assess the economic, social 
and environmental sustainability of producing bio-
mass on land that is not in competition with food 
and feed production, or recreation and conserva-
tion.

The project focused primarily on three countries: 
Ukraine, Italy, and Germany. Large dissemination 
and knowledge sharing with other stakeholders 
was also important, therefore, the partners orga-
nized training events in the outreach countries: Bel-
gium, Poland, Romania, Hungary and UK. The main 
objective was to bring together landowners, farm-
ers, local actors and biomass supply chain stake-
holders with the aim of encouraging them to initi-
ate the introduction of sustainable local bioenergy 
supply chains on underutilised land. The aim was to 
inform stakeholders about the results of the proj-
ect, mainly the agronomic and techno-economic 
feasibility of the case studies carried out in the tar-

get countries, pointing out that such projects are 
economically feasible. 

ELO organised two Info Days in Belgium: in West-
malle and in Libramont. The participants of both 

days pointed out the need to continually improve 
the cooperation between the researchers and the 
stakeholders. They underlined how important it is 
to bring years of science expertise to the market 
and the role of local and national governments to 
support such a move.

The FORBIO consortium is pleased to confirm that 
the follow up to develop its recommendations will 
be completed under the next Horizon 2020 project, 
called “BIOPLAT EU.”  

 www.forbio-project.eu

 

 FORBIO_H2020

 Forbio project

  
Project Forbio

3.7  FORBIO
The FORBIO (Fostering Sustainable Feedstock Production for Advanced Biofuels on underutilized land in Europe) project, 
launched in January 2016 came to end in December after 3 years. The purpose of the project was to develop a methodology  
for assessing the potential for producing biomass sustainably in Europe on what is termed as “underutilized land.”  
This includes contaminated, abandoned, marginal, and fallow land.

This project has received funding from the European 
Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme 
under grant agreement No. 691846.
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The CONSOLE project focuses on promoting in-
novation in the delivery of agri-environmental 
climate public goods (AECPG) by EU agriculture 
and forestry. To achieve this, CONSOLE will build 
a Community of Practice to create an empirical-
ly validated contractual framework, design and 
test effective and efficient contract models and 
support their implementation by multiple ac-
tors. 

The project includes a comprehensive analysis 
of at least 52 case studies of existing experienc-
es encompassing land tenure arrangements, 
result-based approaches, collective implemen-
tation and value chain-based remuneration, 
supported by surveys and modelling. 

The framework will be tested in real deci-
sion-making contents and will develop into a 
supporting tool for actors in the field, enabling 

the delivery and sustainability of AECPGs. In-
sights will improve policy design towards the 
achievements of the Sustainable Development 
Goals, in particular through environmental poli-
cies and the post-2020 CAP. 

The project’s multi-actor and multidisciplinary 
team brings together 24 partners in 13 coun-
tries, covering representative typologies of ac-
tors involved in AECPGs contract’s design and 
implementation. The project will run for 36 
months, with the kick-off meeting taking place 
in Seville, Spain in early 2019.

3.8  CONSOLE
CONtract SOLutions for Effective and lasting delivery of agri environmental-climate public goods  
by EU agriculture and forestry
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3.9  AgriDemo - F2F
The AgriDemo-F2F (Building an Interactive AgriDemo Hub community: enhancing farmer to farmer learning) project was launched in January 
2017 and will run for two and a half years. It is funded by the European Union Horizon 2020 Research and innovation programme and the goal 
of the project is to enhance peer to peer learning amongst farmers. 

PROJECTS 

Peer-to-peer learning in the farming community 
needs both increasing and expansion; getting land 
managers to learn from each other has proven to be 
one of the most effective tools. 

In order to expand such learning, the AgriDemo-F2F 
Horizon 2020 project kicked off in Ghent in January 
2017. The project will boost learning by helping the 
commercial farming community understand the 
role that demonstration farms can have in applying 
scientific findings, spreading best practices and deliv-
ering innovative farming approaches to the broader 
community. Building on the evidence gathered at 
these demonstration farms, it will organize more ef-
fective farmer-to-farmer learning not only to spread 
knowledge, but to also intensify the how-to of peer 
learning. 

This project gathers 14 partners from Greece to Swe-
den and will run for 30 months. It is also  being carried 
out in collaboration with the PLAID project to create 
synergies and maximize impact.

 www.agridemo-h2020.eu

 AgridemoF2F  

 Agridemo F2F
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Water2REturn is an Innovation Action that is 
co-funded by the European Commission under its 
Horizon 2020 (H2020) programme. It is coordinated 
by BIOAZUL (Malaga, Spain) and is focused on the 
recovery and recycling of nutrients from slaughter-
house wastewater. These nutrients are recovered 
and turned into value-added products for the fer-
tiliser industry and, consequently, for the agricultur-
al sector. This is a novel project that revolutionises 
the relationship between many different industries 
including slaughtering, wastewater treatment and 
fertilisers to create a circular economy for organic 
fertilisers while simultaneously dealing with waste-
water challenges and harnessing energy. 

ELO is a key partner for the stakeholder engagement 
part of the Water2REturn project, seeking to build up 
a rapport with representatives from the industries 
that are associated with the objectives of W2R, as 
well as to increase acceptance of the technologies 
amongst consumers. 

ELO has also been collaborating with our colleagues 

3.10  Water2REturn
Water2REturn (REcovery and REcycling of nutrients TURNing wasteWATER into added-value products 
for a circular economy in Agriculture)

in the Rural Investment Support for Europe (RISE) 
Foundation to find ways that we can work together 
with them to find commonalities between Water-
2REturn and SYSTEMIC, a Horizon 2020 project that 
RISE is involved in which is about a circular economy 
for biowaste. 

The project began in 2017 and will run for three and 
a half years. It brings together 15 partners from 8 
countries such as Spain, France, UK, Italy, Portugal, 
Slovenia, Germany, and Romania. In January 2019, 
the General Meeting took place in Porto, Portugal 
where partners discussed the development of the 
project and the full-scale demonstrator at Matade-
ro del Sur where the extraction of nutrients from 
slaughterhouse wastewater will be trialled. Partners 
also took part in a workshop that examined how the 
project affects the target stakeholder group and the 
net effects on local communities.

The next meeting will be held in June, in Ljubljana, 
Slovenia.

 www.water2return.eu

  Water2REturn

  Water2REturn
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PROJECTS 

The overarching goal of InnoForESt is to spark a 
transformation in the European forest sector by 
steering policies and businesses towards the provi-
sion of a wide range of forest ecosystem services. 
The project will showcase good practices, innova-
tive governance approaches and alternative income 
streams from forest ecosystem services across Eu-
rope. With the help of new alliances between actors 
within and beyond the forestry sector, these will be 
scientifically analyzed, further developed and a set 
of recommendations will be disseminated. 

InnoForESt focuses on six real world pilots in Austria, 

3.11  InnoForESt
InnoForESt (Smart information, governance and business innovations for sustainable supply and payment mechanisms  
for forest ecosystem services) launched in November 2017, brings together 16 partners from 9 EU countries. 

The research leading to these results has received funding from the 
European Union Horizon 2020 under the Grant Agreement number 
763899, InnoForESt project, within the Innovation Action.

Finland, Italy, Germany, Slovakia, the Czech Republic 
and Sweden that represent a range of successful co-
ordination approaches and business models. These 
case studies serve as examples of different kinds of 
forest ecosystem services with the help of different 
policy and business approaches.

In 2018, there were multiple workshops with stake-
holders in all innovative regions. The workshops 
produced a timeline with the key dates, events and 
other milestones within the innovation develop-
ment and identified main barriers, obstacles and key 
factors for innovation development.  The opinions 
expressed by the stakeholders will help the innova-
tion region teams develop two to three alternative 
scenarios of ecosystem service management, res-
toration and valorization, which will be the topic of 
following workshops. One scenario will eventually 
be chosen as the prototype, namely an innovative 
management approach that will be shared among 
other project partners and promoted at the Europe-
an level at the end of the project.

 www.innoforest.eu/

 InnoForESt
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PROJECTS 

The objective of the UNISECO project is to promote 
the uptake of agro-ecological farming approach-
es in Europe. It will create knowledge about the 
settings and circumstances in which particular 
agro-ecological farming systems are suitable for in-
creasing productivity, the provision of public goods, 
and employment.

The project is currently at the stage of carrying out 
farm-level assessments by means of case studies 
which will be a core part of identifying and assess-
ing barriers to the uptake of agro-ecological farm-
ing systems. An interactive online hub will be a key 
output from the UNISECO project, which will allow 
stakeholders to consider different trade-offs and 
strategies for balancing socio-economic, environ-
mental and market-related drivers. 

The first kick-off meeting was held in Braunschweig, 
Germany. The second meeting was held in Venice, 
Italy where partners discussed the development 
of the work packages. ELO are primarily involved 

3.12  UNISECO
The UNISECO Project (Understanding and Improving the sustainability of agro-ecological farming systems) 
was officially launched in May 2018. 

in three main work packages: translating research 
into recommendations for policymakers, facilitating 
stakeholder engagement in Multi-Actor Platforms, 
and dissemination. 

The project consortium will meet again in the au-
tumn 2019 for its General Assembly. 

  www.uniseco-project.eu

  ProjectUniseco

 uniseco-project 

This project is Co-funded by the Horizon 2020 
Framework Programme of the European Union 
(Contract N°773901).
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3.13  BIOPLAT-EU
The BIOPLAT-EU (Promoting Sustainable Use of Underutilized Lands for Bioenergy Production Through a Web-Based Platform for Europe) 
project was launched in November 2018 and will run for three years.  BIOPLAT-EU addresses the Horizon 2020 call for Global leadership in 
renewables, and more specifically the topic of Market Uptake Support.

PROJECTS 

The purpose of the project is to create a database 
of maps of Marginal, Underutilized and Contaminat-
ed (MUC) lands in Europe and the development of 
a public user-friendly tool that gives the user spec-
ifications about these lands. The database will be 
a compilation of results from other EU and interna-
tional projects which have produced valuable maps, 
tools and information addressing sustainable bioen-
ergy production on MUC lands and data compiled 
by the consortium. BIOPLAT-EU will also develop a 
public user-friendly tool (STEN: Sustainability Tool 
for Europe and Neighbouring countries) that gives 
the user some specifications about these lands.  It 
is based on existing recognised and tested meth-
odologies for the assessment of 8 environmental 
indicators (GHG emissions, Air Pollutants emissions, 
Soil Quality, Water Quality, Water use and efficiency, 
Biodiversity, LUC) and will enhance reliability and 
accuracy of environmental impact assessments for 
bioenergy value chains on MUC lands.

The STEN tool and GIS maps will be shared on a web-

based platform in addition to the project website. 
The platform will be a core source of information 
and utility related to this topic for stakeholders as 
all the existing data will be downloadable for free.  
The kick-off meeting was held in Munich, Germany 
in November 2018 hosted by WIP Renewable Ener-
gies with representatives from all project partners in 
order to establish a detailed and precise work pro-
gramme and finish the fine-tuning concerning the 
role of each partner.

  www.bioplat.eu

  BioplatEu

This project is Co-funded by the Horizon 2020 
Framework Programme of the European Union 
(Contract No. 818083).



3% of the world’s land surface is covered by peat-
lands. They store almost twice as much carbon as all 
of Earth’s standing forests. Europe contains 265.000 
km² of various peatland types and if dried out, they 
will go from being a carbon sink to a massive, un-
stoppable carbon emitter. This is the current cause 
of one third of global CO2 emission.  

The Carbon Connects project (CConnnects) aims to 
reduce CO2 emissions by 50% in agricultural peat-
lands where traditional practices are causing unnec-
essary high emissions. Current land practices drain 
and strip peatland for energy use, crop production, 
and animal husbandry. CConnnects wants to pro-
mote alternative practices of wet agriculture with 
the aim of reducing carbon emissions. 

This can be done by raising water levels, introducing 
new crops (eg. cattail, reed) and isolating carbon in 
land outputs (biomass, building material). CConn-
nects will develop financially viable business models 
by facilitating value chains and the use of blue and 

C-credit schemes to enable widespread implemen-
tation and scaling-up without public subsidies. The 
innovative business models will be implemented 
on 8 pilots in Netherlands France, Belgium, UK and 
Ireland, jointly representing all peatland types in 
North West Europe. The CConnnects’ transnational 
Farmer-2-Farmer learning programme will allow land 
users to directly share and scale experiences, while 
actively targeting new adopters with a transnational 
toolbox of state of art land use and farming practic-
es. 

  www.nweurope.eu/projects/project-search/ 
           cconnects-carbon-connects/

  CarbonConnects 
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3.14  Carbon Connects 
Reducing the high footprint of degraded peatlands in North-West Europe, by introducing  
innovative business models based on sustainable land management practices. 
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PROJECTS 

Given Europe’s large and growing land-use foot-
print abroad, Europe has a special responsibility 
to develop concepts and tools needed to achieve 
sustainability in an interconnected world. Various 
sectors, consumers, businesses and politicians are 
increasingly demanding more environmentally and 
socially  sustainable land-use both inside and out-
side Europe. Yet, there is increasing recognition of 
the limitations of current research approaches to 
adequately understand and address the increasing 
complexity of land system dynamics, which are 
often characterized by strong non-linearity, feed-
back mechanisms, and local contexts, and where 
places of production, trade, and consumption of 
land-based products are increasingly separated. 
Land systems are increasingly coupled across large 

3.15  COUPLED 
Human consumption of food and agricultural products have a significant impact on the environment and the societies  
in the regions where they are produced. 

This project receives funding from the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme under 
Marie Skłodowska-Curie grant agreement No. 765408.

distances via flows of biomass, capital, information 
and regulations. Given that distal couplings are of-
ten key in shaping how land is used, a new genera-
tion of scientists and entrepreneurs is needed.

Future EU policy will take into account more and 
more the negative effects of telecoupling. For this 
it is important to be involved in this process from 
an early stage. 

For this reason, a team of researchers, coordinat-
ed by the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, has de-
veloped a European training network in order to 
better integrate research, innovation and social 

responsibility framed around the concept of tele-
coupling. And of course where agriculture meets 
the environment, ELO plays a role!

More information on this project can be found at: 

  www.coupled-itn.eu 

  CoupledITN

  Coupled ITN
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REFLOW is an interdisciplinary cross-sectoral Euro-
pean Training Network combining world-leading 
scientists and key stakeholders in dairy process-
ing, fertilizer production and phosphorus recycling 
with early-stage researchers to address important 
technical and socio-economic challenges associ-
ated with the recovery of phosphorus from dairy 
processing wastewater and its recycling into fer-
tilizer products enabling sustainable expansion of 
the dairy industry in Europe. The overall research 
goals of REFLOW are to develop and demonstrate 
processes for the recovery and reuse of phospho-
rus products from dairy processing waste (DPW), to 
establish their fertilizer value and optimum applica-
tion rates through laboratory protocols and field tri-
als, and to address the environmental, social, food 
safety and economical challenges, ultimately find-
ing market-driven solutions for the new processes 
and fertilizer products. REFLOW will achieve these 
goals by creating an innovative and entrepreneur-
ial training environment for the next generation of 
scientists. 

3.16  REFLOW (Phosphorus REcovery for FertiLisers frOm dairy processing Waste)  

REFLOW (Phosphorus REcovery for FertiLisers frOm dairy processing Waste) is a project that was launched in January 2019 and 
will run for four years.  It is funded by the HORIZON 2020 Marie Sklodowska-Curie Innovative Training Networks programme  
of the European Union.

REFLOW will provide a unique opportunity for re-
searchers in countries such as Ireland, Spain, Po-
land France, Sweden and Denmark to obtain the 
knowledge and skills needed to develop and de-
ploy new technologies for socially and environ-
mentally responsible innovative management of 
DPW and to stimulate new markets for recycled 

phosphorus. This European Training Network will 
provide advanced training to a new generation 
of high-achieving early-stage researchers through 
a structured PhD programme. REFLOW research 
will (i) mitigate the environmental impact of dairy 
processing waste on soil and water, (ii) provide safe 
environmentally sustainable, cost effective closed 
loop solutions for crop nutrient management, and 
(iii) meet the demand for skilled professionals to 
support the technical, regulatory and commercial 
development of the market for recycled phospho-
rus fertilizer products in accordance with the deliv-
erables of the Circular Economy Package. The out-
puts from REFLOW will influence land management 
practice, the rural bio-economy framework and EU 
policy goals while significantly progressing the 
state-of-the-art in phosphorus recycling.

H2020-MSCA-ITN-2018 

Project number: 814258
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ELO is partner of a Horizon 2020 Marie- Skłodows-
ka-Curie Innovative Training Network called “TER-
RANOVA.” TERRANOVA trains 15 Early Stage Re-
searchers in an international consortium totalling 25 
different universities, companies and NGOs divided 
over 13 European countries. TERRANOVA is the New 
Learning Initiative between Humanities and Science. 
The new EU training network will Map Past Environ-
ments and Energy Regimes, Rethinking Human En-
vironment Interaction and Designing Land Manage-
ment Tools for Policy. 

3.17  TERRANOVA 
The European Landscape Learning Initiative: Past and Future Environments and Energy Regimes shaping Policy Tools

This project aims at improving our diachronic long 
term understanding of landscape histories and 
land use strategies in Europe in the Holocene and 
Anthropocene. Previously identified socio-cultur-
al transitions and the effects of natural forcings will 
be critically assessed in a new intellectual interdis-
ciplinary arena created by the TERRANOVA project. 
Regional and continental syntheses will be used to 
anchor a new generation of landscape and climate 
change models which include the effects of past hu-
man actions and generating scenarios for landscape 
management and rewilding. Ultimately, this project 
will contribute to identifying major previous shifts in 
resource use and energy regimes and provide op-
tions for the future transition to a low carbon soci-
ety. Can we identify a balance between natural and 
cultural landscapes changing over space and time? 
Can we establish a natural reference for ‘European 
landscapes’ to evaluate current and future mea-
sures of landscape planning, ecosystem restoration 
and rewilding? Or are both systems so intertwined 
that the separation of the human from the natural is 
complex as well as scale and time dependent? Some 
researchers mark the industrial revolution as the start 

of the Anthropocene, while others argue that long 
ago humans in Europe had a larger influence than 
natural processes upon the landscape. Notwith-
standing these differences, there is consensus that 
the intensity of management and impacts of land 
management on natural systems today is unprece-
dented. This leads to consideration of themes of sus-
tainability and societal impact upon landscapes in 
the 21st century. From this perspective, knowledge 
of past energy regimes and landscape interactions 
are essential components in understanding the 
present transition to a low carbon society. 

 www.clue.vu.nl/en/news-agenda/news-ar-
chive/2018-archive/jul-sep/Terr-Nova.aspx

TERRANOVA will run 1-4-2019 – 31-3-2023.
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In order to achieve the overall targets of the EU biodiversity policy, more 
robust efforts will be needed to support conservation of privately owned 
land. Private conservation approaches should complement public sector 
investments in conservation. The use of innovative tools aimed at pro-
moting private land conservation (e.g. through safe harbour agreements, 
covenants, conservation easements, private protected areas, fiscal bene-
fits, land swaps, etc.) has great potential to accomplish these objectives. 
However, the use of these tools vary across EU Member States and are 
generally poorly known or understood.

This project aims to contribute significantly to private landowners’ knowl-
edge of conservation tools, as well as their development and expansion. 
In cooperation with local ELO member organisations in 14 EU Member 
States, focus group discussions have been organised to build a better 
understanding of the barriers, benefits and knowledge gaps a land man-
ager is facing today in implementing conservation activities. Together 
with the European and national legal possibilities, these outcomes will 
form the basis of recommendations for more effective private land con-
servation policies and a network to expand the use of those methods in 
Europe.

  www.landisforever.eu

  LIFEprojectLIFE

3.18  Land Is For Ever
Adapting new conservation tools to engage private landowners in national and 
regional conservation efforts in EU Member States

This project has received funding from the 
European Union’s LIFE programme under 
grant agreement LIFE17PREBE001
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ELO is one of 6 partners involved in this innova-
tive three-year LIFE project, which explores the 
potential of building new approaches and learn-
ing methods to improve knowledge and capacity 
amongst Natura 2000 managers, in both public 
and private land across the EU. Taking a compe-
tence based approach, it will enable peers to 
connect and learn about what managers need 
to know and be able to do. The project will anal-
yse training needs and make available new ways 
of accessing information about the multiple skills 
required for Natura 2000 management and policy 
implementation.

The project will examine the competencies need-
ed by a range of actors to manage Natura 2000 
more effectively, which is an important issue for 
the members. To do this, the project will test a mix 
of innovative tools, e-learning methods and ap-
proaches to delivering capacity building.

A cohort of 60 participants will form the project’s 
‘core group’ of participants; this will be comple-
mented and extended by a further target group 
of 500 ‘casual’ users of the project’s competence 
development materials. The participants will be 

3.19  LIFE E-Natura.edu 
Supporting e-learning and capacity building for Natura 2000 managers

drawn from the full spectrum of managers work-
ing with and involved in implementation of Na-
tura 2000. In this way, the project will proactive-
ly engage a representative range of Natura 2000 
managers across the EU – site-based staff, private 
landowners, protected area staff, rangers etc.

With the focus on developing a flexible mix of 
blended learning tools and methods which are 
designed to build capacity and develop com-

petencies required, the project aims to reach 
the widest possible audience. By means of three 
learning modules covering three selected priority 
competence areas, the project will provide access 
to the knowledge and skills required to manage 
Natura 2000. Through workshops, webinars, in-
teractive online learning materials, video demon-
strations, case studies and a new web-based ‘hub’, 
the project will increase access to a range of infor-
mation and enable experience exchange – your 
experience matters, especially for Natura 2000 
managers.

 www.europeanlandowners.org/projects/ 
e-natura2000
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The ELO chairs the EU Large Carnivore Platform together with the Europe-
an Commission. Starting in 2018, the EU Platform on Coexistence between 
People and Large Carnivores met regularly to define its work plan and cre-
ate actions. Two complementary projects that support the development 
of regional stakeholder groupings were presented: ‘The Regional Large 
Carnivore Platform project’ in which ELO is a partner and “LIFE EURO-
LARGECARNIVORES coordinated by World Wildlife Fund (WWF).

The initial findings from the assessment of existing local large carnivore 
stakeholder platforms were discussed in May 2018 at the occasion of the 
annual plenary meeting of the EU Platform. 

In addition, two regional workshops, co-organised between different Plat-
form members, took place in late September and early November. The first 
workshop, held in Goslar, Germany of the Regional Large Carnivore Plat-
form project, focused on support for livestock managers in protecting their 
flocks against large carnivore depredation. The second workshop in Budva, 
Montenegro supported the adoption of a process of continuous transna-
tional communication and collaboration on large carnivores as well as the 
establishment of a future Dinaric large carnivore platform. 

The Regional Large Carnivore Platform continues its activities in 2019. Im-
portant results from the establishment of regional platforms are expected 
and will be shared with EU platform. 

All reports and information are available on the official website: http://
ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/conservation/species/carnivores/coex-
istence_platform

NUMBER - 07.027739/2017/771819/SER/ENV.D.3

3.20  The Regional Large Carnivore Platform 
Adapting new conservation tools to engage private landowners in national and 
regional conservation efforts in EU Member States
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The project awarded to ELO, European Historic 
Houses Association and IDEA Consult by DG EAC 
will run until the end of 2019 to build upon the 
legacy of the 2018 European Year of Cultural 
Heritage. The agenda for 2019 is wide, including 
expert interviews, workshops to exchange best 
practices among stakeholders, an online survey 
for a broader outlook, a final conference gathering 
300 experts and family-owned heritage houses, 
and there will be more and more opportunities to 
meet, exchange and share knowledge. 

The goals of this project are to: 

• Measure the positive impact of heritage 
houses

• Analyse innovative business models 
• Create tools for a sustainable preservation of 

heritage houses
• Raise awareness on heritage houses
• Issue recommendations towards EU institu-

tions 
• Unleash the sectors’ full potential

3.21  Heritage Houses for Europe. Exchange & Innovate
                  Starting date: 25th of July 2018  
This project aims at assessing the added value of family-owned heritage houses in Europe, as well as identifying innovative business 
models. Targeting family-owned heritage houses and estates, it is made especially for our members. Find out how to get involved.

A great success for the online survey and her-
itage houses owners  

The online survey on ‘family-owned heritage hous-
es for Europe’ closed mid-February with a record 
participation: 1.517 owners who took part from all 
over Europe!  This really shows how much a Euro-
pean view on heritage houses’ impact is necessary 
and how much owners are willing to participate 
and contribute to it. 

24th of September, the final Conference! 

The results of the online survey and study will be 
presented at the final Conference on September 
24, 2019 in Brussels. This major event will high-
light the key findings, policy recommendations  
and foster networking among heritage houses 
managers, cultural and creative industries, local 
communities, policy makers and academics. We 
hope to see you there in numbers.

Project Number: EAC/2018/0313

  www.europeanlandowners.org/herit-
age-houses-for-europe/ 

  marie.orban@elo.org.  
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Made up of 19 national delegations, the Wildlife Estates network counts 326 
members. With a continuously growing labeled surface since its establishment 
in 2005, it is the largest European private wildlife label, with over 1,600,000 ha 
included. The Wildlife Estate (WE) Label is granted under strictly scientific cri-
teria to territories that practice the highest standard of wildlife and land man-
agement, and maintain close collaboration with local authorities or the wider 
public, in order to enhance biodiversity; the label is renewable every five years. 

In 2018, the first official evaluators for the recently established Wildlife Estates 
Bulgarian national delegation received their title in Madrid, together with oth-
er evaluators from the Netherlands, Italy and Romania. The first candidates in 
Bulgaria are now being assessed. 

This year, the WE Plenary Session took place at the labeled estate Bückeburg 
– Schaumburger Wald, Germany, between  4th-5th September 2018. It includ-
ed a conference open to the public, entitled “Private conservation: challenges 
and benefits for private landowners.” The event provided a forum for foresters, 
farmers, hunters, landowners, scientists and politicians from the EU and the 
USA, to share their knowledge and experiences on the resettlement of the wolf 
in Europe and on compensating private landowners for nature conservation.

In 2019, the Austrian WE estate Esterházy Betriebe will host the WE Plenary 
Session. 

For more information, visit 

 www.wildlife-estates.eu

3.22  Wildlife Estates
The Wildlife Estates label (WE) was created in the belief that the positive impact of sustainable land management 
practices should be encouraged, and land managers should be recognized for improving the environment. The territories,  
which voluntarily adhere to WE philosophy, demonstrate that local human development and sustainable land use  
have to be integrated in the same project, even in protected areas. 
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One major tool is the usage of field margins, which 
have the potential to provide multiple benefits both 
for agribusiness and the environment. Different 
types of field margins are implemented, including 
establishing grass trips, beetle banks, sowing wild-
flowers mixes for insects and introducing sources of 

3.23  Pollinator Network initiative and  
           Butterfly Data Collection
The Pollinator Network initiative (PNi)  is a network of farmers and land managers who are committed to ensuring a rich biodiversity  
on their territories. Created in 2010 in collaboration with Friends of the Countryside (FCS), PNi encourages the creation of habitats 
for pollinating insects. 

seed for farm birds. These increase the quality of the 
environment for numerous species, but are also ben-
eficial for the landowner who will witnesses an im-
provement in the soil quality linked to the presence 
of earthworm population and activity, a reduction of 
flood risks, and a reduction of soil erosion and link-

age. Research shows that if pollination is managed 
well on small diverse farms, with all other factors be-
ing equal, crop yields can increase by a significant 
median of 24%.  

ELO, together with Wildlife Estates (WE), has contin-
ued its efforts in 2018 to raise awareness about the 
benefits of multifunctional field margins for farm 
biodiversity. It has been supporting the work of DG 
Environment on the elaboration of the EU pollinator 
initiative adopted 1 June 2018. It is setting strategic 
objectives and actions to be taken by EU and its 
Member States. 

ELO, while already active in the sector decided to 
increase its action on research and knowledge. ELO, 
in collaboration with Butterfly Conservation Europe 
(BCE), launched a series of training for landowners 
on butterfly data collection. These volunteers will 
collect data on a regular basis in order to provide 
data for an app on specific species. The first train-
ing took place in October in Hasselt, Belgium. Fur-
ther training opportunities will be planned in 2019, 
starting with the Mediterranean countries on WE 
territories. 

Do not hesitate to contact us should you wish to 
participate as a landowner in the data collection of 
butterfly species. 
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The European Bee Award was set up in 2014 by the 
ELO and CEMA (European Agricultural Machinery 
Association), initially with the category “land man-
agement practices,” targeting the protection of the 
pollinators habitat in the farmed environment. The 
second category, “Innovative and technological 
solutions,” was introduced shortly after to help re-

duce the impact of farming activities on pollinators’ 
population. 

On the 4th of December, MEP Karl HEINZ-FLORENZ 
hosted the ceremony award in Brussels, at the Eu-
ropean Parliament, gathering over 100 people to 
celebrate the winners of this 2018 edition. After the 

special video address of Karmenu VELLA, Europe-
an Commissioner for Environment, Maritime Affairs 
and Fisheries, Thierry de l’ESCAILLE, Secretary Gen-
eral of ELO handed the prize to Vivencia Dehesa for 
the first category. This Spanish project, represented 
by Nora von LIECHTENSTEIN, focuses on holistic 
land management practices. For the second cat-
egory, “Innovative and technological solutions,” 
Gilles DRYANCOUR, CEMA Honorary President, 
handed the prize to Sem’Obord, a French project 
represented by Amélie MANDEL, who created a 
sowing machine for field margins. 

The jury, who has welcomed Michael GARRATT as 
a new chairman of the award, also granted “Bees-
canning” a special mention. Created by Björn LA-
GERMANN, this tool helps  beekeepers to save their 
bees from parasites using artificial intelligence on 
their smartphones to analyze the health of the col-
onies. 

If you want to find out more about the winners 
of the 2018 European Bee Award, please refer to 
the Countryside Magazine n°178: https://tinyurl.
com/beeaward2018

 www.europeanlandowners.org/awards/bee-award 

4.1  European Bee Award
To enhance awareness on the importance of protecting pollinators in the farm environment, the European Bee Award 
celebrates every year the most innovative pollinator-friendly projects all around Europe. For this 5th edition,  
Commissioner VELLA made a special address for the occasion.

ELO AWARDS



Over the last 11 years, the Land and Soil Management Award 
has rewarded land use and soil management practices that 
mitigate soil threats such as degradation, erosion, reduction of 
organic matter content, diffuse contamination and compac-
tion as well as the reduction of soil biodiversity, salinization, 
sealing, flooding and landslides. In doing so, the award sheds 
light on outstanding achievements, encourages new concepts 
of land and soil protection and their implementation in land 
management, as well as enhances awareness on land and soil 
functions.

Under the auspices of the European Commission (DG Environ-
ment and the Joint Research Centre), in association with BOKU 
and Ljubljana Universities and Syngenta, the 2018 award went 
to Galina PEYTCHEVA-MITEVA from Bulgaria. Significant num-
ber of measures were mentioned by the Jury, however Mrs 
PEYTCHEVA-MITEVA and her team represented the efforts of 
an individual farmer in improving soil quality, a project the jury 
felt could be replicated across different EU countries. 

In addition, a special “Diploma of Recognition” was awarded 
to the “Holistic Management Regenerating Agricultural Soils” 
project from Zimbabwe.

For additional information on the Land and Soil Man-
agement Award please consult our website: www.
europeanlandowners.org/awards/soil-land-award 

 www.europeanlandowners.org/awards/soil-land-award

4.2  Land and Soil Management Award
This award brings forward new concepts of land and soil protection and their implementation in land management; 
it also serves to improve knowledge and awareness about the importance of land and soil functions.

46
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Each year, the Belleuropa Award honours a mem-
ber of the Wildlife Estates Label for the exceptional 
work that they have undertaken in maintaining, 
protecting and improving the biodiversity of its 
land. The 2018 winning candidate was La Ronca, 
which epitomized the values and philosophy be-
hind the Belleuropa project.

The estate is located in the most western side of 
Castile-La Mancha (Spain), near Extremadura. The 
preservation of its Mediterranean forests with pas-
ture, hunting, the promotion of wild fauna, and sus-
tainability are at the core of the management of La 
Ronca, and is perfectly integrated with agriculture 
and the rural development of the region. Within 

the estate, several exceptional species of fauna can 
be found like Adalbert's and Bonelli’s eagles, great 
owl, little bustard, black bellied sandgrouse, roller 
and common otter.

The award was presented to the estate’s owner An-
drea MARAZZI by Justine BENGOUGH and Franc-
esco NATTA, both members of the Wildlife Estates 
Steering Committee. The Belleuropa Ceremony 
took place at the European Parliament on Decem-
ber 4th as a grand finalé for the European Biodiver-
sity Conference, which discussed how the Europe-
an Union environmental policies affect users.

For more information on the Belleuropa 
Award or to become a member of Wildlife  
Estate Label, visit: https://www.european-
landowners.org/awards/belleuropa-award 
and http://www.wildlife-estates.eu  
and follow in

  Wildlife_EU

4.3  Belleuropa Award 
The Belleuropa project was created by leading environmental figure Giuseppe NATTA. The award is intended to 
recognize the value of carefully managed natural habitats and its managers’ efforts in improving the rural land-
scape and enhancing biodiversity. It promotes sustainable business models based around the creation of new kinds 
of rural tourism, the promotion of regional or traditional low-impact products, or by harnessing the environmental 
and historical assets of the territory. The project aims to improve environmental quality across Europe.
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With the support of the jury and its followers, the 
‘Onze Lieve Vrouwe beech of Lummen,’ won the 
contest ‘Baillet Latour Tree of the Year 2018.’ From 
the 74 nomination, the beech of Lummen was 
awarded for its unique esthetics and inspiring sto-
ry. The several roles and distinctions this tree was 
known for before, have died out over time, but with 
this award and the support of the Fonds Baillet La-
tour, its green area will now become the setting of 
small scale celebrations, performances and open-
air services again. 

It will also make it the subject of attention and 
green admiration for the coming generations. In 
2018, the Belgian tree of the year was again organ-
ised in Flanders by the Stichting Natuur Behoud en 
Leefmilieu (SBNL), ELO, ANB, Bosgroep, Landelijk 
Vlaanderen, SRFB, Bos+ with the support of Fonds 
Baillet Latour. 

 www.boomvanhetjaar.be 

 BelgischeBoom

4.4  Belgian Tree of the Year  
A beautiful tree with an inspiring story. The contest alternates every year between Flanders and Wallonia, and trees 
from Brussels can participate every year. After a round of open nominations by the public, the jury selects one tree 
per province. Thereafter, the public votes to select the winner.
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5.1  FFA Brussels
At the 2018 Forum for the Future of Agriculture (FFA), Her Majesty Queen Noor Al Hussein of Jordan described the 
FFA’s focus on food, agriculture and environmental protection as “central to how we address the challenges we face, 
given the links to virtually every dimension of society, economy, human welfare and peace and security.” Agriculture, 
land use and environmental care remain at the heart of so many of the world’s activities, and the FFA’s mission contin-
ues to ensure that they are sustainable. 

Once again, FFA2018 was the premier event 
on Brussels’ environment and agricultural 
calendar, dedicating itself to its core mission; 
combining food and environmental security. 
Over 2,000 free registrations and a top-level 
roster of speakers, show that its global scope 
reflects the changes in our society. In 2018, 
the FFA included sessions on sustainable food 
systems, connecting agriculture and the en-
vironment, the CAP reform and practical field 
examples such as digital farming, raising farm 
incomes in the developing world, and circular 
economy.

The 12th Forum for the Future of Agriculture 
will take place on 9th April, 2019. It will focus 
on the next generation. It will discuss a broad 
range of issues including climate change, fi-
nancing sustainability, the next generation of 
food and consumers, as well as the future of 
Europe’s Common Agricultural Policy. 
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The first event, organized by the RISE Foundation, 
was dedicated to the topic of livestock and the 
concept of a Safe Operating Space (SOS) for Live-
stock. Emeritus Professor Allan BUCKWELL, the Di-
rector of the study on livestock production in Eu-
rope, outlined RISE’s efforts to find a framework to 
engage actors in a constructive debate. Janez PO-
TOČNIK, the Chairman of RISE, explained that the 
overwhelming scientific evidence concerning the 
impacts of livestock production and consumption 
in Europe and our need to honour international 
agreements on the SDGs and climate change are 
indicative of the inevitable change that this sector 
will be forced to undergo.

The study is available at 
www.risefoundation.eu/publications.

The second event, organized by ELO on Future 
Farming: Technology, Sustainability and Gener-
ational Renewal, was intended to offer concrete 
solutions on how to adapt to those new condi-
tions. Barend VERACHTERT, DG Research & Innova-
tion, explained the recommendations of the "Food 
2030" report. In response, Adam RÓŻYCKI of Gs 
Poland zoo and Agros zoo spoke about how to in-
tegrate manpower and environmental care in cre-
ating an economically viable business. Galina PE-
ICHEVA-MITEVA of BAALO underlined the need of 

promoting sustainable business models to encour-
age younger generations to take over the farms. 
Speaking about digital farming as one of the cor-
nerstone for the future of agriculture, Pedro PAREN-
TI from Yara Crop Nutrition Europe pointed out the 
daily challenges of the farming world: would they 
in the future be more farmer or IT engineer? Nuno 

MENDES CALADO from UNAC added to that de-
bate topics related to forest management. 

All agreed that the pressure on the countryside is 
growing and the landowners and farm managers 
need new tools to face tomorrow’s challenges and 
societal expectations.  

5.2  Pre-FFA events 
It has become a tradition on the eve of the Forum for the Future of Agriculture to organize events for the ELO and  
FCS members and high-level stakeholders to tackle some of the key topics for the future of the European agriculture.

Pantone 364
CMYK 73 / 9 / 94 / 39 

Pantone 390
CMYK 24 / 0 / 98 / 8 
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5.3  Regional FFA: Helsinki and Kiev
Each year, the Forum for the Future of Agriculture hosts two regional events in order to better understand local issues, 
discuss the concerns of land managers and further the concept of combined food and environmental security.

Finland: Long-term sustainability in farming 
and forestry
The first regional event took place in June in Hel-
sinki with the active participation of the Finnish 
Minister for Agriculture and Forestry, members of 
the Romanian Parliament, Austrian Ambassador 
to Finland and many other representatives of the 
private sector, as well as land and forest owners. 
All participants concluded that if Europe is serious 
about its ambitions, especially those related to 
climate change and biodiversity, then it needs to 
properly fund the CAP. This means that the Sustain-
able Development Goals (SDGs), set out by the UN, 
must be put at the heart of the food systems agen-
da. At a time of political uncertainty on the world 
stage and increasingly within the European Union 
itself, as it grapples with the final shape of the CAP 
reform and its Multiannual Financial Framework 
(MFF), prioritising these goals becomes more im-
portant than ever before. The discussion also fo-
cused on the sustainable management of natural 
resources and the role of landowners in combating 
climate change and biodiversity loss.

Ukraine: Achieving a future of food and 
environmental sustainability
The second event of 2018 took place in October in 
Kiev to discuss food and environmental security in 

global and local contexts as well as access to new 
technologies. These topics were chosen to high-
light both the Ukrainian and European state of play 
regarding food production, environmental protec-
tion and global competitiveness. Ukraine remains 
world-famous for its black earth and tremendous 
potential for local, European and indeed global ag-
ricultural production, remaining the only country 
that can easily double its production. To free up this 
huge potential, education and rural development 
must go hand in hand, whilst taking into consider-
ation that the state of affairs in Crimea and Donetsk 
has to be solved first.

With the active participation of various high repre-
sentatives of the Ukrainian Ministry of Agrarian Pol-
icy and Food, the Parliament of Ukraine, as well as 
the FAO, EBRD, Lithuanian Parliament, and  private 
businesses, all agreed that to achieve sustainable 
food future it requires meeting three competing 
needs simultaneously: efficiently closing the food 
gap; preserving natural resources and climate, 
while improving the environmental and social im-
pact of agribusiness. 

This FFA event was concluded by a captivating field 
trip to the Berezan region. 
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The ongoing reform of Europe’s Common Agricul-
tural Policy dominated the discussion, especially 
as the full proposals had just been released by 
the Commission. ELO Secretary General Thierry de 
l’ESCAILLE warned that there are still doubts over 
whether or not the high ambitions in the proposal 
could be met in practice. ELO added their own wor-
ries about the proposals to limit CAP payments per 
farm, especially if more money is allocated to envi-
ronmental performance, where limiting payments 
for public goods would be counter to the wishes of 
society. 

5.4  ELO GA Vienna
In June 2018, it was Austria’s turn to host the General Assembly and our members were warmly welcomed  
by our local members, Land&Forst Betriebe Österreich.

Climate change also played a prominent role during 
the General Assembly, with all ELO members report-
ing both (severe) droughts and changing weather 
patterns in their countries. As a consequence, many 
are facing higher water prices or further restrictions 
on its use. 

Mr FANKHAUSER of the Austrian Ministry for Sustain-
ability, Tourism and Agriculture discussed the Austri-
an priorities for the Presidency and noted that they 
are not happy with the cuts in the CAP budget as 
“more for less does not work.” After his presentation, 

Dr Franz SINABELL of the Austrian Institute of Eco-
nomic Research gave an overview of Austrian agri-
culture and forestry and demonstrated the drastic 
projected consequences of a changing climate for 
agriculture and forestry. 

With forestry forming an important part of Austria’s 
rural economy, ELO arranged two visits to the coun-
tryside to explore the potential and changing nature 
of the industry. During the first trip to the Esterhazy 
estate of Lackenbach, the forest management team 
showed how their estate works with a mix of for-
estry, tourism and Natura2000. A second visit took 
guests to the Montecuccoli Estate to discuss new 
land management ways for forestry and agriculture. 



During the General Assembly, ELO once again un-
derlined its commitment to a strong future for the 
CAP that took into account both the sensitivities 
of European agriculture and the environment, yet 
concerned that many national administrations may 
not be ready to take up the responsibilities of the 
strategic plans. While ELO members did see strong 
opportunities in a more developed CAP that was 
more closely aligned to national priorities, they also 
expressed their concern that a renationalised policy 
could lead to a loss of common European interests. 

In the afternoon, Minister of Agriculture for Roma-
nia, Petre DAEA, joined the General Assembly to 
discuss the priorities of the upcoming Romanian 
Presidency for agriculture.  ELO members also heard 
from the Romanian Ministry of Forests and Water as 
well as the Ministry of Environment. The Ministries 
agreed that it was vital to gain the support of land-
owners and land managers to achieve the goals set 
out under Natura 2000, the Paris Climate Agree-
ment and other Treaties. 

After discussions on policy issues raised during the 
General Assembly, ELO members were invited for 
an evening of traditional Romanian food and drink, 
as well as music and dancing, which will be remem-
bered by all. 

5.5  ELO GA Bucharest
ELO received a warm welcome from the President of LAPAR, Laurentiu BACIU, who discussed the importance of European agricultural 
and environmental policies for Romania, and shared his hopes for Romanian agriculture as well as the general economic conditions in 
the country. It was followed by a presentation of policy highlights and priorities from ELO Secretary General Thierry de l’ESCAILLE. 
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This year on the 21st of March we had again a won-
derful opportunity to participate in a festive evening 
full of beautiful trees and their stories in the Europe-
an Parliament during the Award ceremony of the Eu-
ropean Tree of the Year organized together by ELO 
and EPA. Thirteen countries took part this year in the 
8th edition of the prestigious contest. 

The European Tree of the Year highlights the emo-
tional connection that individuals and communi-
ties make with trees, as well as their significance for 
Europe’s natural and cultural heritage. Among this 
year’s candidates were a rare local variety of Ap-
ple tree in Slovakia, the Guinness Book of Records’ 
largest Cork oak in the world from Portugal, an Oak 
symbol of the scouting movement in the United 
Kingdom and many others. 

During the month of February, the public could 
choose their favourite trees through voting on-
line. This year, the candidates received more than 
200,000 votes from all over Europe. The winning 
tree with the  most votes was the Whistler oak tree 
from Portugal.  All the winners were honoured at 
the Award Ceremony hosted by MEP Pavel POC, 
Vice-chair of the ENVI Committee. The Award Cer-
emony is an excellent communication tool to ex-
press our views towards important partners in the 

5.6  European Tree of the Year
A tradition which binds. The European Tree of the Year contest is still thriving and enjoying  
its growing popularity.  The winner of the 8th edition has been announced.

European Commission, including  DG Environment, 
the European Parliament and other key environ-
mental stakeholders.

If you cannot find your country among the partic-
ipants and you know an organization that would 
be interested in joining our family of “tree lovers,” 
please do not hesitate to contact us.

 www.treeoftheyear.org

 Treeoftheyear

  Tree of the Year

  treeoftheyear
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ELO Secretary General Thierry de l’ESCAILLE opened the conference 
by highlighting the crucial role of landowners in safeguarding natu-
ral heritage. Jurgen TACK, ELO’s Scientific Director, as well as Luc BAS, 
Director for Europe at IUCN and Climate Ambassador raised the issue 
that there is much more media attention on climate change than 
on biodiversity loss. However, it is important to take action against 
climate change and biodiversity loss at the same time. Luc BAS also 
pointed out the issue of poor implementation of multilateral agree-
ments and called for a “bottom-up” approach, which looks at the 
main drivers of biodiversity loss instead of only acting after the dam-
age has already been done. Hence, more stakeholders should get 
involved in biodiversity conservation.

A more concrete example of how agriculture can show ownership 
in biodiversity conservation  was presented by Sue COLLINS, Advi-
sor at Butterfly Conservation Europe. There are significant losses in 
the extent and quality of semi-natural meadows and their insects 
abundance due to ploughing, fertilization, eutrophication, etc. Ro-
main LASSEUR addressed the audience by giving attention to anoth-
er important factor for biodiversity loss: invasive alien species. While 
immediate action is needed in order to successfully prevent alien 
invasive species from spreading, there is high regulatory pressure by 
the EU and the member states’ authorities. This year the biodiversity 
conference invited Katrina MARSDEN to discuss the balancing act 
it takes to tackle the issue of large carnivores. She spoke about the 
several rural development tolls in form of compensation and preven-
tion. Director General Daniel CALLEJA CRESPO urged for a holistic 
approach on climate change and biodiversity loss, and within this 
context, the necessity that the new CAP measures create concrete 
impacts on the ground so that public goods that support biodiver-
sity are rewarded.

5.7  Biodiversity Conference 
On 4th December, 2018, the Biodiversity Conference took place at the Residence Palace under the theme ‘Rethinking the biodiversity 
strategy: Where do private land managers fit in?’ The conference was hosted by MEP Karl-Heinz FLORENZ and addressed varying issues 
related to the new biodiversity strategy. One of the key messages of the conference was the need to increase the awareness of  
biodiversity loss as an issue comparable to the issue of climate change.
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ELO believes that the viewpoints of land manag-
ers and rural entrepreneurs should be taken into 
account in every process of decision making. The 
CountrySide Magazine exists not only to provide 
such a platform, but also to connect various as-
pects of agriculture and the environment. 

Taking into account that readership includes more 
than 15,000 readers, from policy makers, academ-
ics, ELO members and all others with an interest in 
the European and global countryside, the Country-
side Magazine provides a platform to present policy 
developments, and gives space to new ideas. Such 
a tool helps to build bridges, promote events, and 
help its broad readership understand issues affect-
ing agriculture and the environment at  local, na-
tional, European and global level. 

Edited every two months in English and French, 
with a German and Spanish 4-page abstract, the 
paper version is composed of 16 pages.

For more information please contact:

 countryside@elo.org

Find all the past issues at the ELO website

6.1  CountrySide Magazine
For almost 20 years, the CountrySide Magazine remains the voice of land managers and rural entrepreneurs,  
providing a platform for different opinions and sharing the best ideas.

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2018 - BIMONTHLY - EN  

European Landowners’ Organization

 N° 178

Pantone 364CMYK 73 / 9 / 94 / 39 

Pantone 390CMYK 24 / 0 / 98 / 8 

Regional Forum  for the Future of Agriculture:
Achieving a future of food and  
environmental sustainabilityOlha TROFIMTSEVA, Deputy Minister on European Integration,  

Ministry of Agrarian Policy and Food, Ukraine

11th Forum for the 
Future of Agriculture 
Healthy farming, healthy food 
and a healthy future

MARCH-APRIL 2018 - BIMONTHLY - ENEuropean Landowners’ Organization Pantone 364
CMYK 73 / 9 / 94 / 39 

Pantone 390
CMYK 24 / 0 / 98 / 8 

Her Majesty Queen Noor Al HUSSEIN of Jordan

International public servant and advocate  
for cross-cultural  understanding and conflict prevention

 N° 174
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6.2  The ELO Online: follow us!

The ELO website: is our digital window to the 
world, and acts as one of the main communication 
tools for the organisation. It is refreshed with infor-
mation on relevant policies, conference invitations, 
ELO projects and other worthwhile material. For 
ELO members, the website also serves as the access 
point to its secure intranet, where a wide range of 
documentation, photos, videos and information 
about our policies and events are available. 

The ELO Newsletter: is sent out to all ELO mem-
bers through our members-only intranet on weekly 
basis. It contains all the latest developments in the 
European Union, upcoming events in Brussels as 
well as new projects and policy developments. The 
ELO newsletter is part of the comprehensive news 
and information services to our membership.

ELO on Social Media: social media communica-
tion is the quickest tool to get in touch with our of-
fice, ask questions and receive direct event updates. 
We link news, post photographs, discuss our poli-
cies and keep you informed. Don’t forget to follow 
us and to share your point of view!

We invite you to:

• Like our page on Facebook and get continuous 
updates about our events, meetings, field visits, 
projects and publications.

• Follow us on Twitter @EULandownersOrg, and 
be part of a buzzing discussion on topics relat-
ed to agriculture, environment, and innovation 
from Brussels.

• Members can contact our office to request ac-
cess to our intranet services.

The ELO intranet: For ELO members, the ELO 
website also serves as the access point to its secure 
intranet, where a wide range of documentation, 
photo’s, videos and information about our events 
is available.

Follow us!

 EUlandownersOrg

 europeanlandowners

 www.elo.org
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6.3  Wild Boar (sus scrofa) population in Europe: 
A scientific review of population trends and implications for management

Wild boar populations have undergone a systematic 
increase, in both size and distribution range, across 
most parts of Europe over the past 30 years. The 
growing number of wild boars has resulted in nu-
merous economic, environmental, and social prob-
lems.

Hunters, landowners and environmentalists have 
diverging opinions on the causes of the population 
growth in Europe, as well as different responses to 
managing it.

Private landowners aim to combine biodiversity 
objectives with economic activities. However, the 
damage to agricultural land and forests in recent 
years due to increased wild boar populations is chal-
lenging their combined environmental, social and 
economic business models.

To get a better view on the current situation, the 
causes and effects of these growing populations, 
as well as assessing the effectiveness of certain 
measures which are taken to mitigate negative hu-
man-wild boar interactions, have been studied by 
ELO to find some answers within the vast amount of 
scientific papers written on the subject.

The ELO report is not a research paper. It is a 
review of the vast amount of scientific research 
which exists on the species. Our study is based 
on peer-reviewed papers published over the 
past 30 years on the topic of wild boar in Europe 

and covers a large number of research disciplines.
Basing our conclusions on existing knowledge, the 
study proposes a number of policy recommen-
dations to decrease the number of negative hu-
man-wild boar interactions.
The study was presented on 26th June 2018 in Brus-

sels at a public conference hosted by the European 
Parliament’s Intergroup for Biodiversity, Hunting, 
Countryside.

You can find the report in an English, French and Ital-
ian version on the ELO website: https://www.euro-
peanlandowners.org/multimedia/publications/2018
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6.4  Assessment of current knowledge on wolves in Europe  
            with a view to their effective conservation and management 
Negociated procedure ENV.D3/ETU/2018/5458098

The European Union is home to five species of large 
carnivores. These include the brown bear, the wolf, 
the wolverine and two species of lynx, the Eurasian 
lynx and the Iberian lynx. Historically these species 
have all suffered a dramatic decline in numbers and 
distribution as a consequence of human activity. 
Due to increases in their prey, forest cover and fa-
vourable legislation, the last few decades have seen 
a positive response, with most populations stabiliz-
ing or increasing again. A result has been the return 

of these species to many areas from which they have 
been absent for decades. The recovery of the wolf, 
especially, can be seen as a major success with fast 
growing populations and a growing distribution 
throughout Europe.

However, while the recovery of the wolf can be 
viewed as a great conservation success, it has result-
ed in controversy in an increasing number of areas. 
In response, the Commission has initiated a range 

of measures to encourage cooperation between 
member states, engaging in dialogue with stake-
holders and promoting best practices in manage-
ment methods. 

Large carnivore conservation is a topic that involves 
a diversity of stakeholders that include hunters, for-
esters, livestock producers, reindeer herders, land-
owners, rural people, conservation organisations 
and the wider public. All these groups are influ-
enced by and perceive large carnivores in different 
ways, and in some cases these differences can be 
the foundation of conflicts. The Commission has 
been conducting a range of activities to promote a 
constructive dialogue between stakeholders with a 
hope of reducing the level of conflict around large 
carnivores. In some areas this has been successful, 
in other areas the conflicts remain. Specifically, wolf 
populations tend to grow fast in certain European 
regions resulting in a growing negative attitude of 
the local population and countryside entrepreneurs 
towards the wolf. ELO is assessing, on the request of 
the European Commission, the current knowledge 
on wolves with a view to their effective conservation 
and management.

The publication will be available in 2019.
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In 2018, the European Landowners’ Organization with the essential support of 
MEP Karl-Heinz FLORENZ chose to bring to the forefront important issues for its 
network.  One of the first topics concerned the EU Forestry Action Plan. The event 
entitled “Main challenges for the future of forest management in the EU” was organ-
ised on the 23rd January, 2018. The various speakers included Alfonso GUTIERREZ 
TEIRA, Head of Sector: Forestry, European Commission, DG Agriculture and Rural 
Development as well as Bernhard BUDIL, Secretary General of the  Association of 
Austrian Land and Forest Owners. Both raised the unique specificity of the sector 
which needs to be integrated in the various important EU policies like climate 
change and CAP. Carsten MANN, from the InnoForESt project and Nuno CALADO 
- Secretary General of União da Floresta Mediterrânica (UNAC) explained to the 
audience the necessity to apply innovative approaches and the importance of 
preventive actions to avoid forest fires. 

The EC pollinator initiative was at the core of the second intergroup meeting of 
the year, taking place on the 22nd May, 2018. Humberto DELGADO ROSA, Director 
Natural Capital, European Commission and Mike GARRATT, Senior Research Fel-
low, University of Reading were particularly concerned by the decline of bumble 
bees. They both pledged for a better cooperation with the farmers community 
and for improving monitoring and data management to understand better the 
threats and remedies. 

A dedicated event in the framework of the Intergroup was also organised in June 
to discuss the new report, authored by ELO scientific Director, Dr. Jurgen TACK en-
titled Wild Boar (Sus Scrofa) Populations in Europe. It was hosted by MEP, Renata 
BRIANO and gathered together 150 participants. 

This year, Intergroup Work Plan was concluded by the 2018 Biodiversity Confer-

7.1  Intergroup Biodiversity, Hunting, Countryside
Created in 1985, the Intergroup Biodiversity, Hunting, Countryside has the ambitious target to raise awareness  
within the European Parliament of the challenges and opportunities which are faced by users of rural areas.

ence. Outgoing President of the Intergroup, Karl-Heinz FLORENZ announced that 
there will be only two events left in the framework of the current legislature. 2019 
will be mostly dedicated to the EU elections and the renewal of the Intergroup 
with a brand new Board.

COOPERATION WITH THE EU INSTITUTIONS
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The second project the “LIFE EUROLARGECARNI-
VORES” coordinated by World Wildlife Fund (WWF) 
is also initiating regional fora and communication 
efforts in a number of locations across Europe. The 
initial findings from the assessment of existing lo-
cal large carnivore stakeholder platforms were dis-
cussed in May 2018, at the occasion of the annual 
plenary meeting of the EU Platform. It was recog-
nized by the participants as a good basis to reach the 
local level and to get closer to the field.  Some other 
issues such as the gaps in support mechanisms for 
damage prevention, and approaches to fears and 
risks associated to large carnivores were also raised. 

In addition, two regional workshops, co-organised 
between different regional Platform members, took 
place in late September and early November. As 
always with the regional workshops, the aim was 
to examine the specific situation regarding large 
carnivores. The first workshop, held in Goslar, Ger-
many, focused on support for livestock managers 
in protecting their flocks against large carnivore 
depredation. Several very interesting examples were 
presented of how Rural Development Programmes 
under the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) has 
been used successfully by regions to address dep-
redation issues. This has been a recurring theme for 

7.2  EU Large Carnivores Platform  
Beginning in 2018, the EU Platform on Coexistence between People and Large Carnivores met to discuss the Work Plan for the year.  
Two complementary projects that support the development of regional stakeholder groupings were presented: The Regional Large  
Carnivore Platform project led by Institudio di Ecologia Applicata (IEA) with ELO as one of the partners. Its first aim is to establish and  
manage local and regional platforms (Trentino, Italy – bear and wolf; Castilla y León, Spain - wolf; and regional platform in Romania – bear). 
It will also focus on the adoption of concrete actions and the organisation of awareness raising and communication campaigns. 
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the EU Platform and one that is receiving increasing 
attention elsewhere. It was also a topic during ELO’s 
own European Biodiversity Conference at the begin-
ning of December. The second workshop in Budva, 
Montenegro supported the adoption of a process of 
continuous transnational communication and col-
laboration on large carnivores as well as the estab-
lishment of a future Dinaric large carnivore platform. 

The EU Large Carnivores Platform continues its ac-
tivities in 2019, with important expected results from 
the establishment of regional platforms. 

All reports and information are available 
on the official website: http://ec.europa.eu/
environment/nature/conservation/species/
carnivores/coexistence_platform
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EHH encourages citizens to acknowledge the enor-
mous amount of effort, time, passion and money 
that owners put into saving and preserving heritage 
for the future. Overall, private owners look after 41% 
of all heritage assets in Europe – therefore it’s very 
important that good maintenance with financial 
and educational support is encouraged.

EHH promoted the 2018 European Year of Cultural 
Heritage by organizing the European Private Her-
itage Week1(24th-27th May). It was a great success 
gathering 642 houses in 17 countries and more than 
272,000 visitors. A picnic was organized in 9 hous-
es in Romania, while 39 houses opened for free in 
Greece, 80 in Switzerland, and as many as 130 hous-
es across three Baltic countries. The 2019 edition will 
be held between 16th-19th May; be ready! EHH also 
organised the European Heritage Photographer 
of the Year. The 20 winning photographs were ex-
hibited at the Committee of Regions on 6th Novem-
ber, during EHH’s Annual Conference ‘Enhancing 
sustainable entrepreneurship for private histor-
ic houses.’

EHH is building a solid legacy of the Year by keeping 

1 http://www.europeanhistorichouses.eu/eych-2018/eu-
ropean-private-heritage-week/

8.1  European Historic Houses
The European Historic Houses (EHH) gathers 24 national associations of owners and managers of private historic houses and 
gardens in 22 European countries. The EHH act as a platform sharing best-practices among our members and work to promote 
its members’ interests in several policy areas including reduced VAT rates for heritage works, energy efficiency regulations,  
or tourism policies.  

cultural heritage high on the political agenda and 
securing proper funding for the sector.  One of its 
main tools to achieve such results for owners will be 
its project, run together with ELO, ‘Heritage Hous-
es for Europe. Exchange & Innovate.’

EHH elected a new Board of Directors during its 
General Assembly on 5th November. Rodolphe de 
LOOZ-CORSWAREM stepped down as Executive 

President and was officially nominated Honorary 
President. Alfonso PALLAVICINI was elected as the 
new Executive President. Wenceslas de LOBKOWICZ 
and William CARTWRIGHT-HIGNETT, Next|Gen coor-
dinator, were appointed as Vice-Presidents. They all 
own and manage historic houses, are specialists in 
different fields ranging from lobbying to business 
restructuring and management, and of course are 
passionate about  heritage buildings.
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The European Year of Cultural Heritage (EYCH) 2018 
generated a lot of positive energy, engagement 
and enthusiasm all over Europe. It led to a signifi-
cant policy breakthrough at the European level. As 
a member of the EYCH Stakeholders’ Committee 
and as organiser of various activities, Europa Nostra 
enormously contributed to the success of the Year.

Europa Nostra co-hosted the first European Cultur-
al Heritage Summit in Berlin in June, together with 
the German Cultural Heritage Committee (DNK) 
and the Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation 
(SPK). The Summit was the largest European event 
organised during the Year, with 67 events and over 
1,500 participants. It culminated with the presenta-
tion of the Berlin Call to Action ‘Cultural Heritage 
for the Future of Europe,’ which was signed by 2,018 
citizens, heritage professionals and decision-mak-
ers - including Ministers of Culture, Presidents of EU 
institutions and Members of the European Parlia-
ment - over the course of the Year. Europa Nostra 
is particularly proud, that the ambitious European 
Framework for Action on Cultural Heritage, which 
was presented by European Commissioner Tibor 
NAVRACSICS in Vienna in December, prominently 
refers to the Berlin Call as a key example of stake-
holder mobilisation.

8.2  Europa Nostra
European Year of Cultural Heritage 2018 - Mission accomplished!
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During the Summit, the winners of the 2018 EU 
Prize for Cultural Heritage / Europa Nostra Awards 
were celebrated at a high-profile ceremony with the 
participation of Europa Nostra’s President Maestro 

Plácido DOMINGO, Commissioner NAVRACSICS 
and the Federal President of Germany Frank-Wal-
ter STEINMEIER. 

Within the framework of the Year, Europa Nostra 
organised the 5th anniversary conference of the 7 
Most Endangered programme in October in Nicosia 
and published a new list of the 7 most endangered 
heritage sites in Europe, in partnership with the Eu-
ropean Investment Bank Institute and launched the 
#Ode2Joy Challenge (contributions can be submit-
ted until 9th May, 2019), among many other initia-
tives. 

 
www.europanostra.org
www.europeanheritageawards.eu
www.7mostendangered.eu 

 europanostra 

 europanostra 

Signature of the Berlin Call to Action by Presidents of 
the 3 co-hosting organisations of the Summit,  

Maestro Plácido Domingo, President of Europa Nostra, 
Martina Münch, President of DNK, and Prof. Hermann 
Parzinger, President of SPK and Executive President of 

Europa Nostra, 22nd June 2018, Berlin. 
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FRH was selected, alongside 34 other cultural herit-
age organisations, to be an official partner in EYCH 
2018. FRH participated in the Commission’s stake-
holder group ‘Voices of Culture and Heritage’ and 
worked with the European Commission to imple-
ment the year’s activities.

FRH Torch

Inspired by the Olympic Torch of Athens, FRH 
launched the “Torch of Heritage and Culture” ini-

tiative, to raise awareness of Europe’s rich religious 
heritage. The FRH Torch is a memory treasure box, 
containing letters with testimonies from prominent 
members of the international community and Euro-
pean citizens themselves. The FRH Torch travelled 
to ten cities in nine countries across Europe during 
2018, and was hosted in a number of events, includ-
ing the European Cultural Heritage Summit in Berlin 
and the opening ceremony of the Hungarian Cultur-
al Heritage Days in Budapest.

Religiana

Religiana, recently re-launched with improved func-

8.3  Future for Religious Heritage 
FRH is an independent, irreligious, not-for-profit organization working to promote religious heritage buildings  
and their contents across Europe. It currently has 70 full members and 90 associate members from 35 countries. 

tionality, set out to become the online reference 
guide for anyone looking for information on individ-
ual European religious heritage sites.

#FRHParis2018
As part of EYCH2018, FRH held its Biennial Conference 
from 11th-13th October at the UNESCO headquarters 
in Paris.  Entitled “Religious Heritage – Europe’s Leg-
acy for the Future” and with more than 200 partic-
ipants from 24 countries and 65 organisations, the 
conference brought together experts from the field 
of religious and cultural heritage, academics, and 
representatives from the EU and other institutions. 
FRH addressed EU Commissioner Navracsics, who 
opened the conference, with an open letter express-
ing its concern about the future of the sector and 
suggesting ways in which a European policy could 
be developed in its favour.

EuropeTour
The EuropeTour project, carried out between FRH 
and 15 European experts, concluded on 31st August,  
2018 with nine training modules for providers of cul-
tural tourism. The modules, which are available free 
of charge in English, German, Spanish, Romanian, 
Bulgarian, Italian and Polish at www.europetour.tips 
are already being used for training in eight European 
regions.
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In 2018, the Alliance held two meetings and was 
joined by NECSTouR, EFFORTS and Mad’in Europe. 
Many members contributed to the European Cul-
tural Heritage Summit co-hosted by Europa Nostra 
from 18th-24th June in Berlin. The Alliance also pro-
vided input to the Berlin Call to Action ‘Cultural Her-
itage for the Future of Europe,’ which gathered more 
than 2,018 signatures over the course of the year.

Several important policy documents were adopted 
and supported by Alliance members, such as the 
Declaration, ‘Better Places to Live, Better Places To 
Visit,’ initiated by NECSTouR, the Venice Declaration 
on sustainable military heritage presented by EF-
FORTS and the Leeuwarden Declaration on adaptive 
re-use of built heritage published by ACE. Another 
joint initiative was the special 2018 edition of the 
‘Destination of Sustainable Cultural Tourism’ Award, 
organised by ECTN, ETC and Europa Nostra and sup-
ported by NECSTouR. 

Alliance members substantially contributed to the 
10 European initiatives of the European Commission 
and participated in high-level meetings on cultural 
heritage that were held at the European Parliament 
in Brussels in June and November. The Alliance ac-
tively follows key EU policy developments, such as 
the New European Agenda for Culture with its strong 
heritage dimension, the proposal for a new Creative 

Europe programme 2021-2027 and the long-awaited 
European Framework for Action on Cultural Heritage 
which explicitly mentions the crucial contribution of 
the Alliance to the Year.

The Alliance is coordinated by Europa Nostra as part 
of its network project ‘Sharing Heritage - Sharing Val-

ues’ (2017-2021) which is co-funded by the Creative 
Europe programme of the European Union.

 www.europeanheritagealliance.eu/

 EuropeanHeritageAlliance

8.4  European Heritage Alliance 3.3
The European Year of Cultural Heritage (EYCH) 2018 was the culmination of several years of lobbying efforts of  
the European Heritage Alliance 3.3, a platform of 49 European and international networks active in the wider field  
of cultural heritage. 
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European Heritage Alliance 3.3 members at the European Cultural Heritage Summit with EU Commissioner Tibor NAVRACSICS 
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Since 2012, ELO has hosted a representative of EPA. 
EPA represents a consortium of six foundations from 
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania 
and Slovakia projects whose goal is to protect the 
environment and support local communities and 
society. 

EPA initiated the European Tree of the Year – a 
contest of the most lovable tree, a tree with a sto-
ry that can bring the community together. EPA is a 
member of the European Cyclists' Federation 
and European Greenways Association. It also 
coordinates the European cycle route network 
EuroVelo on the national level in Central Europe.

Members of the consortium are administrators of 
financial mechanisms for NGOs in Central and East-
ern European as well as EU countries including Nor-
way and the Swiss Confederation. EPA instigates its 
own projects and is a partner of European projects 
supported by the EC like LIFE, INTERREG, Europa 
Aid, Grundtwig and national structural funds. EPA 
provides counselling for NGOs and municipalities 
on effective use of the EC funds. For more than 20 
years, EPA has supported projects by contributions 
of more than €10 million in total.

The cooperation between ELO and EPA increased 
when ELO became an official partner for the Euro-

8.5  EPA – Environmental Partnership Association
Fruitful cooperation between ELO and the Environmental Partnership Association (EPA) continued throughout 2018 
and new opportunities are on the horizon. 

pean Tree of the Year Awards Ceremony,  and even 
more so when SBNL Vlaanderen (SBNL-V), ELO, ANB, 
Landelijk Vlaanderen, de Bosgroepen, Société Royale 
de Forestière and BOS+ started to organize the Bel-
gian Tree of the Year with financial support of 
Fonds Baillet Latour.

There are also new opportunities for cooperation re-
lated to the impacts of climate change. The question 
of water scarcity and water management, especially 
in the countryside is a mounting issue and EPA is ini-

tiating projects in its members’ organisations, where 
involvement of local stakeholders, farmers and land-
owners will be a priority. 

 www.environmentalpartnership.org/
Home.aspx
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In 2018, the members of the Coalition reiterated that 
policy should help to maintain economically viable 
and competitive rural areas, preserve cultural land-
scapes and at the same time enhance the provision 
of ecosystem services. It must also be easy to apply 
and we must avoid increasing red tape for farmers, 
land managers, forest owners, hunters and other ru-
ral actors. 

The Coalition is also active in the ENRD (European 
Network for Rural Development), as part of the “pro-
ducers cluster,” to follow the implementation of the 
rural development policy, creating the momentum 
for the Cork 2.0 declaration and to make proposals 
for the EIP focus groups (AGRI), particularly the sub-
group on innovation. The coalition also supports the 
work on the Natura 2000 Users Forum.

8.6  Rural Coalition 
ELO is part of the Rural Coalition of Europe, together with five European organisations involved in rural activities that share the goal to 
strengthen the voice of Europe’s rural population and to increase the competitiveness of the EU agricultural sector. 

Members of the Coalition:

CEJA
European Council of Young Farmers 

CEPF
Confederation of European Forest Owners 

COPA-COGECA
European farmers and European agri-cooperatives 

Pantone 364
CMYK 73 / 9 / 94 / 39 

Pantone 390
CMYK 24 / 0 / 98 / 8 

ELO
European Landowners’ Organization 

FACE 
The Federation of Associations for Hunting and Con-
servation of the EU 

UECBV
The European Livestock and Meat Trades Union 

PARTNERS
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PERSPECTIVES

We will need strong Parliamentarians and Commis-
sioners on a host of issues, including the next CAP 
reform, for a successful re-nationalisation of impor-
tant policies, as well as ensuring that Member States 
carry out their strategic plans. We remain opposed 
to the institution of capping in this reform, espe-
cially if more money is dedicated to environment 
and climate change; those best performing should 
be rewarded without limit. We also remain worried 
about the definition of ‘genuine farmer,’ especially 
as this could lead to political games being played at 
the national level. 

On the more positive side, we look forward to con-
tinuing our work on the LIFE report on private land 
conservation together with our partners. It is vital 
that we demonstrate that drawing in private ef-
forts for biodiversity is vital if we are to achieve the 
EU’s environmental goals. As an example, we need 
look no further than our Wildlife Estates; with over 
1,600,000 hectares of extraordinary European coun-
tryside under management; it is testament to the 
strong values and wishes of our land managers. 

We further hope that 2019 and the renewed institu-
tions will bring a more practical, science-based ap-

Perspectives for 2018
The first and most vital job for 2019 will be to elect and seat a new European Parliament 
and Commission. Given that they will most likely be the ones to finish the current CAP 
reform and lead Europe into achieving the Sustainable Development Goals, as well as  
fulfilling our promises made in the Paris Climate Agreement, this will truly be a vital  
election. ELO will therefore not just publish its own manifesto in 2019, but urge all its 
members and readers of this Activity Report to vote and select the best candidates. 

proach to innovation and crop protection in particu-
lar. We will work to deliver on a sensible path forward 
on the new seed breeding techniques and continue 
to argue that further reductions to the farmers’ tool-
box represent a serious threat to modern agriculture 
in the EU. This is crucial not just for production, but 
also to help farmers deal with climate change, use 
less inputs and create better outcomes for all.

Finally, ELO is very proud to present the 12th anni-
versary edition of our Forum for the Future of Ag-
riculture. In ten years, it has clearly established itself 
as the premier event on the Brussels’ calendar for 
food and environment with 1,600 guests and glob-
al speakers. This year, we will feature former WFP 
director Ertharin Cousins, vegan activist and busi-
nesswoman Heather Mills, Commissioners Phil Ho-
gan and Miguel Canete and many others. They will 
all gather to discuss the next generation – our 2019 
theme. I warmly invite all readers to attend. 
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ACE : Architects' Council of Europe 

AECPG : Agri-Environmental Climate Public Goods

ANB : Agentschap voor Natuur en Bos

BAALO : Bulgarian Association of Agricultural Landowners

BCE : Butterfly Conservation Europe

CAP : Common Agricultural Policy

CEMA : European Agricultural Machinery Association

CGBN : Co-ordination Group for Biodiversity and Nature

CO2 : Carbon Dioxide

DG EAC : Directorate General - Education, Youth, Sport and Culture

DNK : German Cultural Heritage Committee 

DPW : Dairy Processing Waste

EAL : European Agricultural Landscapes

EBRD : European Bank for Reconstruction and Development

EC  : European Commission

ECTN : European Cultural Tourism Network

ECJ : European Court of Justice

ED : Endocrine Disruption

EFFORTS : European Federation of Fortified Sites

EHHA  : European Historic Houses Association

EIP  : European Innovation Partnership

ENRD : European Network for Rural Development

EP  : European Parliament

EPA : Environmental Partnership Association

EPF : European Property Federation 

EPBD : Energy Performance of Buildings Directive

ELO  : European Landowners’ Organization

ENVI : European Parliament Committee on the Environment, Public 

Health and Food Safety

ETC : European Travel Commission

EU  : European Union

FAO : Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FCS : Friends of the Countryside

FFA  : Forum for the Future of Agriculture

FRH  : Future for Religious Heritage

GHG : Greenhouse Gas

GIS : Geographic Information System

GMO  : Genetically Modified Organism

H2020 : Horizon 2020

IAS  : Invasive Alien Species

IEA : Institudio di Ecologia Applicata

INTERREG : European Regional Development Fund

Abbreviations & Acronyms
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IT : Information Technology

IUCN : International Union for Conservation of Nature

LIFE : LIFE Programme

LUC : Land Use Change

MAES : Mapping and Assessing Ecosystems and their Services

MEP  : Member of the European Parliament

MFF : Multi-annual Financial Framework

MID : Mild Intellectual Disability

MUC : Marginal, Underutilized and Contaminated 

NECsTouR : Network of European Regions for Competitive and Sustainable 
Tourism

NGO : Non-Governmental Organisation

PLAID : Peer-to-Peer learning - Accessing Innovation through Demon-

stration

PNi  : Pollinator Network initiative

RISE  : Rural Investment Support for Europe

SBNL : Stichting Natuur Behoud en Leefmilieu

SDGs : Sustainable Development Goals

SME : Small to Medium Enterprise

SOS : Safe Operating Space

SPK : German Cultural Heritage Committee 

SRFB : Société Royale Forestière de Belgique

SRI : Smart Readiness Indicator

STEN : Sustainability Tool for Europe and Neighbouring countries

UIPI : International Union of Property Owners 

UN : United Nations

UNAC : União da Floresta Mediterrânica

UNESCO : United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

USA : United States of America

VAT : Value-Added Tax

WE : Wildlife Estates (Label)

WFP : World Food Programme

WWF : World Wildlife Fund

YFCS  : Young Friends of the Countryside



The ELO team would like to dedicate this Activity report to the memory of our colleague, Pierre Crahay. 
Pierre was a true friend to the environment and his work and passion for private nature conservation will be missed.

No part of this activity report may be reproduced in any form whether by print, photo print, microfilm, photocopy or 
any other means without the prior permission of the association. All personal data contained in this publication is for 

the exclusive and internal use of the association. Any other use is forbidden. 
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